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Preface

Kidney cancer is the sixth most common malignant disease in men and the tenth 
most common in women. It accounts for 5% of male and 3% of female malignancies. 
With the development and improvement of new techniques, updated knowledge and 
information are essential for the management of renal cell carcinoma (RCC).

In the past decade, the use of improved diagnostic methods such as ultrasound, 
contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS), computed tomography (CT) scan, magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET)/CT scan has 
significantly increased the detection rate of RCC. Additionally, robotic platforms 
with the integration of imaging approaches have been adopted in RCC surgery, which 
has transformed the paradigm in the surgical treatment of RCC and will continue to 
change it in the future. With the use of robot-assisted partial nephrectomy in RCC 
surgery, urologists can maximize functional and oncologic outcomes in nephron 
preservation and complication-free recovery. For advanced or metastatic RCC, the 
progress in targeted therapy, immunotherapy, and combination therapy has been 
improving patient survival outcomes. For these reasons, the mortality of RCC has 
been decreasing although its incidence is increasing. 

With international experts sharing their experience, knowledge, and review, this 
book provides updated information on the epidemiology, genetics, diagnosis, screen-
ing, and advances in treatment and management of RCC to treating physicians as well 
as their patients. The book is also a useful resource for researchers in the field. 

I would like to give my sincere thanks to all the contributing authors as well as the 
team at IntechOpen, especially Author Service Manager Ms. Martina Scerbe and 
Publishing Process Manager Ms. Paula Gavran. Without their support, dedication, 
and effort, this book would not have been possible.

Jindong Chen
Chief Technology Officer, 

Exploring Health, LLC
Guangzhou, China
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Chapter 1

Perspective Chapter: An Update on 
Renal Cell Carcinoma
Jindong Chen

Abstract

Incidence and mortality of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) significantly vary 
worldwide. While RCC incidence has been increasing, its mortality rate has been 
decreasing. Smoking, obesity, hypertension, chronic kidney disease (CKD), ethnicity, 
location, and other environmental factors are reported to be associated with RCC. 
With the use of the improved diagnostic methods, including ultrasound, contrast-
enhanced ultrasound (CEUS), computed tomography (CT) scan, magnetic resonance 
imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET)/CT scan, the detection 
rate of RCC has significantly increased over the past decade. We have witnessed 
innovation in surgical techniques and robotic platforms with integration of imag-
ing approaches, and urologists are now able to maximize functional and oncologic 
outcomes in nephron preservation and complication-free recovery. Thus, the para-
digm in the surgical treatment of RCC has transformed and will continue to change in 
the future. In addition, targeted therapy, immunotherapy, and combination therapy 
are adopted to treat patients with advanced RCC. In recent years, the combination 
of immune checkpoint inhibition and antiangiogenic therapy is a very attractive 
combined therapeutic strategy for advanced/metastatic RCCs. Biomarkers, including 
epigenetic markers for RCC, have been increasing, which will be helpful to discover 
new therapeutic targets and related inhibitors for the treatment of advanced RCC.

Keywords: kidney cancer, renal cell carcinoma, RCC, genetics, targeted therapy, 
immunotherapy, combination therapy

1. Introduction

Kidney cancer has been known to have distinct histological types with dif-
ferent genetic profiles. The most common type is renal cell carcinoma (RCC), 
representing more than 90% of all kidney cancers [1]. RCC is consisted of a few 
subtypes. The most common subtype is clear cell renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC), 
followed by papillary RCC (pRCC, type I and type II), chromophobe RCC (cRCC), 
collecting duct carcinoma (CDC), etc. Kidney cancer is the sixth most common 
malignant disease in men and tenth in women. It accounts for 5% of male and 
3% female malignancies [2, 3]. The RCC incidence is constantly rising as well. 
In urology, kidney cancer is the third most common malignant disease. While 
kidney cancer occurs mostly in North American and European, the incidence of 
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renal cancer is relatively lower in Asian [4]. Based on the global cancer statistics in 
2020 [5, 6], there were an estimated 431,300 people diagnosed with kidney cancer 
and approximately 179,400 deaths worldwide in 2020. It was recently estimated 
that there were 81,800 new kidney cancer cases and 14,890 deaths in the United 
States in 2023 [7]. Diagnosis of RCC at early stages is crucial in treating patients 
and improving survival rates. With the application of improved diagnostic tech-
niques such as cross-section abdominal imaging [8], the detection rate of RCC has 
increased in recent years [9]. Choosing the best therapeutic strategy is essential for 
improving the outcome of patients with RCC.

2. Epidemiology of RCC

RCC is the most lethal urogenital cancer, accounting for 2–3% of all cancers. The 
incidence of RCC is continuously rising worldwide, and it is higher in developed 
countries compared to developing countries, and higher in men than women (male 
to female ratio is 1.5:1). The mortality rate of RCC is 30–40% and is higher in men 
compared to women [3]. The majority of RCC patients are aged over 60 years. Since 
the advance in diagnostic methods and public consciousness of the importance 
of periodic health screening, the number of RCC patients diagnosed in the early 
stages keeps increasing. Thus, the incidence of RCC has been rising as well in the 
past three decades [9]. Even though, the mortality rate of RCC has been constantly 
decreasing, especially in developed countries, due to early therapy and progress of 
the therapeutic strategies [10]. However, despite the improvement in disease control 
and increased survival rate, metastases are often observed in many RCC patients 
[11]. As reported, 30–50% of patients with local RCC progress to metastasis. In 
addition, metastasis was observed in 20–30% of the RCC patients at the early stage 
of diagnosis, and nearly 40% of the patients with localized RCC tumors presented 
distant metastases even after surgery. The most common distant metastatic sites are 
the lungs, bones (vertebrae, proximal part of the femur, pelvic bones), lymphatic 
nodes brain, liver, the opposite kidney, and suprarenal glands [12]. The patients 
with RCC metastases suffer from pain, nerve compression, hypercalcemia, and 
pathological fractures. The occurrence of metastases often worsens the patients’ 
prognosis [13]. The median survival for patients with RCC metastases is approxi-
mately 8 months and the mortality rate is 50% during the first year, and 10% for 
5 years survival [10, 13, 14].

3. Risk factors associated with RCC

While age and gender are strongly associated with increased RCC incidence, 
hypertension, smoking, obesity, ethnicity, location, and history of using tobacco 
products increase the risk of RCC as well [3]. It was reported that smoking could 
increase the risk by about 54% in men and 22% in women. Smoking time and the 
daily number of cigarettes are directly associated with kidney cancer incidence for 
both men and women. In addition, some minor risk factors that may be related to 
RCC include acquired renal cystic disease, chronic kidney disease (CKD), end-
stage renal disease (ESRD), exposure to cadmium and trichloroethylene, consump-
tion of red and processed meat, chronic use of palliatives, type-2 diabetes, vitamin 
D level, viral hepatitis, increased triglycerides, decreased physical activity, and 
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genetic syndromes [15]. Patients with renal insufficiency and in the terminal stage 
of the disease are four times more likely to develop kidney cancer. Measures of 
preventing RCC include smoking cessation, and reducing of the body mass index 
(BMI), etc.

4. Pathophysiology of RCC

Since RCC is a heterogeneous cancer that may stem from different type of renal 
cells, histological subtyping of RCC may exert a crucial impact on the choice of thera-
peutic strategies and prognosis. Based on the histological features, RCC is divided into 
16 subtypes, including clear cell RCC, pRCC (type I and II), cRCC, collecting duct 
RCC, multilocular cystic RCC, medullary carcinoma, mucinous tubular, spindle cell 
carcinoma, neuroblastoma-associated RCC, Xp11.2 translocations—TFE3 carcinoma, 
hereditary cancer syndromes, and unclassified lesion [16]. Of them, clear cell RCC 
is the most common subtype of RCC and accounts for 75–85%. The second most 
common one is pRCC that constitutes 10–15%. cRCC ranked third and represents 
3–5% of kidney cancers. Both clear cell carcinoma and pRCC are thought to stem from 
the proximal tubule, while chromophore RCC originates from the distal connecting 
tubules (DCT) and collecting duct system, especially the intercalated cells [17]. While 
most clear cell RCCs are sporadic, approximately 5% of the clear cell RCC is heredi-
tary, and usually related to hereditary syndromes such as Von Hippel–Lindau disease 
(VHL) and tuberous sclerosis (TS). Clear cell RCC tends to metastasize to the lymph 
nodes, the lungs, the liver, and bones. Clear cell RCC has poorer prognosis compared 
to pRCC and cRCC. On the basis of histological and genetic differences, pRCC is 
further divided into two subtypes: type I and type II. The type I pRCC cannot be dis-
tinguished from type II through routine imaging techniques. Papillary type I can be 
detected at an early stage, and thus has a better prognosis compared to type II. cRCC 
is commonly observed in patients aged more than 60, and less aggressive compared to 
clear cell RCC. Therefore, cRCC has the best prognosis among all RCCs [4].

5. Genetics of RCC

The first categorization of kidney cancer based on molecular genetics was con-
ducted by Heidelberg in 1997, and it was adopted in the WHO tumor classification of 
2004, 2012 Vancouver ISUP [18], and the latest RCC classification of the WHO (2016) 
[16]. RCC has various genetic alterations, including gene mutations, epigenetic modi-
fications, and chromosomal aberrations. While genetic alterations can cause both 
sporadic and hereditary types, patients with familial history (hereditary) represent 
only 3% of all kidney cancer cases. An increased number of RCC-related genes were 
identified in the past decades. Considering its high genetic heterogeneity, RCC can be 
caused by mutations in many genes and chromosomal abnormalities. Each subtype of 
RCC has its corresponding affected genes [19]. Clear cell RCC-related genes include 
VHL, PBRM1, BAP1, STED2, JARID1c, FLCN, and c-MYC. VHL mutations account 
for approximately 60% of clear cell RCC [20]. In addition, exome-sequencing has 
revealed that PBRM1, SETD2, BAP1, and JARID1c are associated with RCC as well 
(PBRM1, 40%, SETD2, 12%, BAP1,10%, and KDM5C,5%) [21]. Combinational 
mutations of the above genes were also detected in many clear cell RCCs. With the 
advent of new genetic tools, more RCC-related genes/biomarkers might be uncovered. 
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pRCC is divided into two types: Type I and Type II. Although pRCC type I and type 
II are morphologically similar, they are cytologically different. Compare to pRCC 
II, pRCC type I has a low-grade tendency and better prognosis [22]. pRCC I is often 
caused by overexpression of the MET gene on chromosome 7q31, while pRCC II is less 
correlated to MET overexpression but associated with alterations in FH, CDKN2A, 
SETD2, BAP1, PBRM1, FLCN, NRF2-ARE, TERT, TFE3, and increased expression 
of NF2 [23, 24]. cRCC is a relatively rare type of RCC that originates from the distal 
convoluted tubule. cRCC is associated with mutations in PTEN, TP53, mTOR, c-kit, 
FAAH2, PDHB, PDXD1, ZNF765, PRKAG2, ARID1A, and ABHD3. Of them, PTEN 
mutation is the most common event in cRCC [25]. In addition, mutations in FLCN 
appear to cause all types of RCC in Flcn knockout mouse models [26, 27].

Chromosomal aberration is also a common feature in RCC [28]. In clear cell 
RCC, the loss of the short arm of chromosome 3 is the most frequently occurred 
event, which is related to the loss of the VHL gene located on 3p [28, 29]. Other 
chromosomal aberrations include loss of chromosome Y, gaining 5q31, 8q, 4p, 14q, 
9p, and trisomy of chromosome 7. Patients with gaining of 4p, 9p, and 14q have poor 
prognosis while gaining 5q31 is connected with prolonged survival in high-grade 
clear cell RCC. Deletion of the Y chromosome usually leads to clear cell RCC with 
distant metastasis. In addition, gaining chromosome 8q can cause metastasis of clear 
cell RCC, which may be associated with overexpression of C-MYC. For chromosomal 
abnormity, pRCC type I is also different from papillary type II. Trisomy of chromo-
somes (e.g., 3q, 7, 8, 12, 16, 17, 20) commonly appears in type I pRCC. In addition, 
loss of chromosome Y is an important feature of papillary type II in men. In contrast, 
gaining a chromosome 8q and losing 1p and 9p are frequently observed in RCC 
papillary type II. cRCC is also associated with chromosome aberrations, including loss 
of chromosomes 1, 2, 6, 10, 13, 17, and 21 [20]. Losing copies of chromosomes 1, 2, 
6, 10, 13, and 17 are more commonly observed in the classical type of cRCC than the 
eosinophilic type [30]. In addition, gaining chromosome copies (e.g., 4, 7, 11, 12, 14q, 
and 18q) is related to cRCC as well [31].

6. Clinical diagnosis of RCC

Since small RCC masses are usually asymptomatic, the majority of RCCs are 
accidentally detected by routine imaging for various medical screening purposes 
[32]. Patients diagnosed with RCC based on the symptoms account for only 30%, and 
approximately 20–30% of the patients present metastasis at the time of diagnosis. 
Flank pain, hematuria, and abdominal mass are usually considered as the classic 
symptoms for RCC diagnosis, but these symptoms are observed in only 4–17% of the 
cases. Other symptoms for diagnosis include fever, abdominal pain, anemia-induced 
fatigue, weight loss, bone pain, and cough caused by metastasis of cancer cells or 
lower limb edema, peripheral lymphadenopathy (LAP), and varicocele caused by 
inferior vena cava (IVC) or renal thrombosis [33]. Once signs and symptoms appear, 
further laboratory investigation should be performed. The laboratory investigation 
includes renal function tests, complete blood cell count (CBC), liver function tests, 
urinary analysis, thyroid function tests, and examination of the level of calcium, 
lactate dehydrogenase, and alkaline phosphatase.

Various preclinical imaging modalities are valuable tools for detecting renal 
masses. These imaging modalities include ultrasound, CEUS, computed tomography 
(CT) scan, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography 
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(PET)/CT, etc. Many renal masses and benign cystic kidney lesions can be easily 
detected with ultrasound [34]. In addition, as an inexpensive and accurate imaging 
approach, contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) has been adopted to evaluate inde-
terminate renal lesions, though it may not effectively discriminate between malignant 
and benign renal masses. For more accurately identifying malignant masses, CT scan 
or MRI is required [35]. In some cases, both CT and MRI should be performed by 
contrast because contrast absorption is a key factor in determining malignant masses 
[36]. For small lesions (1–2 cm) and in cases of renal insufficiency, pregnant women, 
and patients allergic to contrast material, MRI should be conducted [37]. The primary 
purpose of imaging is to inspect the characteristics of the affected mass, identify 
possible abdominal metastases, mass expansion, and venous involvement for staging. 
PET scan, is not a standard scan strategy, is very helpful in the diagnosis and follow-
up of RCC. Thus, routine use of PET/CT is also recommended [38]. Other imaging 
approaches, including advanced MRI techniques or the combination use of iodine 
PET and CT, may be performed to determine renal masses [39]. In addition, biopsy 
and histopathology are required to carry out in suspected masses before further 
treatment.

7. Treatment and management of RCC

To date, surgery is still an essential treatment for RCC, and RE nephrectomy 
has been regarded as the standard of care for the management of renal tumors. For 
small renal lesions and surgery-induced chronic kidney disorders, active surveillance 
of nephron surgery and minimally invasive approaches have been adopted to limit 
the invasion and loss of kidney function in clinical [40]. RCC patients with severe 
comorbidities, elderly patients with small tumors ≤4 cm, or patients with a short life 
expectancy are recommended for active surveillance [41]. In some cases, active sur-
veillance is also suggested to monitor the rate of the large tumor’s growth. In addition, 
imaging can be performed for active surveillance in the first half year, and then, every 
6 months at 2–3 years, and later, annually [42]. In addition, for treating small ran-
domly detected tumors, minimally invasive procedures should be used. Cryotherapy 
(CRYO) and radiofrequency ablations (RFA) were suggested for patients with only 
one kidney or for those unable to undergo major surgery.

7.1 Nephron preservation surgery

While radical nephrectomy is the removal of the entire kidney and is suitable for 
patients with larger renal tumors (T2, >7 cm), nephron-sparing partial nephrec-
tomy only removes the small localized renal tumor (T1, <7 cm) and preserves the 
parenchyma. Thus, in most cases including locally advanced and metastatic diseases, 
nephron-sparing partial nephrectomy is recommended except for those that techni-
cally impossible to be removed due to their unfavorable location.

The advent and improvement of robot-assisted surgical approaches and robotic 
platforms have helped to close the technical gap and allow for greater adoption of the 
laparoscopic approach and nephron-sparing surgery, leading to a revolution for surgi-
cal management of RCC in recent decades [43, 44]. As the use of robotic platforms 
combined with imaging techniques in surgery, larger, higher stage, and more complex 
renal lesions can now be treated in a minimally invasive fashion, which leads to 
decreased morbidity, shortened patients’ hospitalization, and less side effects [45, 46]. 
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Robot-assisted surgery has continued to evolve and has been playing an ever-expanding 
role in the treatment of RCC worldwide [45]. Laparoscopic partial nephrectomy and 
robot-assisted partial nephrectomy are becoming the standard treatment for patients 
eligible for nephron-sparing surgery. While the nephron-sparing surgery has been 
endorsed as the gold standard treatment of T1a tumors ≤4 cm in size and T1b lesions 
in the United States and Europe when technically possible with experienced surgeons 
[41, 47], robot-assisted partial nephrectomy has been adopted for treatment of cT2 
RCC [48]. While new robotic platforms such as single-port (SP) robotic surgical system 
and multiport robotic surgical systems are currently under development, the popular da 
Vinci platform has significantly expanded the laparoscopic paradigm spectrum in the 
surgical treatment of RCC [49–51].

7.2 Cytokine treatment of metastatic disease

Before targeted therapy, patients with metastatic clear cell RCC were previously 
treated with immunosuppressive agents such as INFα and IL2, namely systemic 
therapy. In 1990s, systemic therapy with a high-dose IL2 turned into a commonly 
used modality for various cancer patients with metastasis. However, complete 
response was only observed in <10% of patients treated with a longer high dose of 
IL-2. It simultaneously caused severe toxic effects. Thus, high-dose IL2 treatment is 
not recommended for patients with metastatic RCC unless the patients are young and 
in very good conditions with low tumor volume [52].

Aldesleukin and INFα (along with Bevacizumab) are the only safe modulating 
drugs that are approved in selected metastatic RCC. INFα is adopted to treat RCC 
patients in various formulas with a response rate of 10–15% and a response time of 
4 months. Patients who benefit from INF treatment were then subjected to nephrec-
tomy. Although INFα treatment shows some efficacy in the treatment of patients with 
metastatic RCC, it is not suggested for treating RCC patients as a single drug.

7.3 Targeted therapy and immunotherapy of metastatic RCC

In the past decades, the most significant advance in the therapeutic strategy of 
metastatic RCC has been the development of treatments that specifically target 
the RCC-related biological pathways and related biomarkers [53, 54]. In the 1990s, 
cytokines, such as IFNα and IL-2, were used to treat metastatic clear cell RCC 
(Figure 1). In the 2000s, targeted therapies that target the VEGF/PDGFR/mTOR 
pathways replaced the cytokine therapies. In the targeted therapies, tyrosine kinase 
inhibitors (TKIs) are effective agents in the treatment of metastatic RCC, which was 
used as the first line and the second line treatment options. To date, five TKIs (e.g., 
cabozantinib, axitinib, pazopanib, sorafenib, and sunitinib) have been approved 
internationally for the targeted therapy of metastatic RCC (Figure 1). Cabozantinib 
targets the tyrosine-protein kinase receptor UFO and the MET receptor tyrosine 
kinase. Pazopanib targets the VEGFR, while axitinib inhibits VEGFR with improved 
specificity, sorafenib an multi-kinase inhibitor, inhibits RAF-1, B-RAF, VEGFR-2, 
VEGFR-3, PDGF-β, KIT, and FLT-3. Sunitinib targets VEGFR2(Flk-1) and PDGFR-β. 
Whereas, lenvatinib suppresses VEGFRs and fibroblast growth factor receptors 
[55, 56]. In addition, temsirolimus and everolimus, two mTOR inhibitors, have been 
approved for the treatment of advanced RCC as well. Bevacizumab, an anti-VEGF 
monoclonal antibody, is approved for the treatment of advanced RCC when it is 
used in combination with INF. In 2015, nivolumab, an anti-PD-1 immune checkpoint 
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inhibitor that prevents signaling through programmed cell death 1, has been 
approved for the first immunotherapy agent of metastatic RCC [57]. Later, ipilim-
umab, an anti-CTLA-4 monoclonal antibody, in combination with nivolumab was 
approved for the first-line treatment of advanced RCC [20, 58]. Recently, increasing 
attention has been paid to the combination therapy. The latest combination therapy 
strategies such as axitinib–avelumab (target VEGF and immune checkpoints) 
[59, 60], axitinib–pembrolizumab (target VEGFR) in combination with PD-L1 and 
PD-1, respectively, have been used to treat metastatic RCC. To date, immune check-
point inhibition plus antiangiogenic therapy constitutes a very promising combined 
therapeutic strategy for advanced/metastatic RCCs.

In addition, some epigenetic markers have been proposed as promising epigenetic 
RCC markers based on DNA methylation, ncRNA expression, and histone modifica-
tion [61–63]. Many epigenetic markers and epigenetic modifiers are likely candidates 
for clinical use, but further validation is needed [63, 64]. The development of epi-
genetic therapies, either alone or in combination with antiangiogenic agents and/or 
immune-checkpoint inhibitors, is a hopeful therapeutic strategy for RCC.

8. Conclusion

RCC accounts for 4%of all malignant tumors. In urology, RCC is the third most 
common malignant tumor. Risk factors include positive family history, smoking, obe-
sity, high blood pressure, etc. Although most cases of RCC are diagnosed accidentally, 
the improvement in diagnostic approaches has increased the detection rate over the 
past decades. Many RCC-related genes and predictive biomarkers are being identified 
and may further improve the diagnosis of RCC. In addition, choosing the best thera-
peutic strategy is critical to improve the outcome of RCC. The tumor size, the stage 
of the disorder, and the surgeon’s experience are the determinant impact factors in 
the choice of the optimal treatment approach. While the open surgery is still reserved 
for locally advanced diseases, it is gradually displaced by robotic-assisted partial 
nephrectomy. Although the optimal first-line treatment, including targeted therapy, 

Figure 1. 
Development of approved anti-RCC agents.
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immunotherapy, or combined therapy for metastatic RCC may differ by clinical risk 
group and efficacy endpoint, the first-line treatment landscape for metastatic RCC is 
rapidly evolving. Thus, knowledge of the latest advances in the diagnosis and man-
agement of RCC could assist the related researchers, physicians, and nephrologists, to 
better diagnose and treat RCC.

© 2023 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 2

Oncometabolite  
L-2-Hydroxyglutarate Promotes 
Oncogenesis of Renal Cell 
Carcinomas by Down-Regulating 
Differentiation
Mary Taub

Abstract

L-2-Hydroxyglutarate (L2HG) overproducing Renal Cell Carcinomas (RCCs) 
arise in the kidney due to the genetic loss of L-2HG Dehydrogenase (L2HGDH), 
the enzyme responsible for the metabolism of L2HG. The overproduced 
2-Hydroxyglutarate (2HG) promotes tumorigenesis by inhibiting α-ketoglutarate 
(αKG)-dependent dioxygenases, including Ten-eleven-Translocation 5-methylcyto-
sine (5mC) dioxygenase (TET) enzymes as well as histone demethylases. The result-
ing epigenetic changes alter the phenotype of renal proximal tubule (RPT) cells, the 
cells of origin of RCCs. This report describes the consequences of increased L2HG on 
the differentiation of RPT cells, one of the initial steps in promoting tumorigenesis. 
Presumably, similar alterations promote the expansion of renal cancer stem-cells and 
tumorigenesis.

Keywords: oncometabolite, L-2-Hydroxyglutarate, renal cell carcinoma, renal 
proximal tubule, epigenetic, tubulogenesis, dedifferentiation, matrigel

1. Introduction

Oncometabolites are components of intermediary metabolism whose abundance 
increases dramatically during the metabolic rewiring that occurs during tumori-
genesis. These oncometabolites act to promote, and/or sustain tumor growth and 
metastasis. The hypothesis that metabolic rewiring plays a major role in tumorigenesis 
was initially supported by the work of Warburg in the 1920s. Warburg’s experimental 
results indicated that aerobic glycolysis becomes the predominant means of generat-
ing the metabolic demands of developing tumors, rather than oxidative metabolism 
[1]. In recent years, the Warburg effect has been substantiated in studies of Clear Cell 
RCCs (ccRCCs) with von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) mutations, in addition to studies 
with other tumors [1]. In these tumors, aerobic glycolysis predominates over the 
tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and oxidative phosphorylation. As a consequence, 
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these tumor cells use glucose more efficiently than normal cells, producing lactic acid. 
The lactic acid is used as an alternative source of acetyl-Coenzyme A (acetyl-CoA) 
for the production of fatty acids and cholesterol [2]. Glutamine, is another essential 
component for the production of fatty acids and the lipid droplets characteristic of 
ccRCCs [2]. Following its entry into the mitochondria, glutamine (Gln) is converted 
to glutamate (Glu) by glutaminase, followed by conversion to αKG, which as we will 
see, is not only an important intermediate in the TCA cycle, but is also a precursor for 
the oncometabolite 2HG.

Numerous investigations have shown that the Warburg effect arises due to major 
changes in the expression of a number of glycolytic and TCA cycle enzymes [3]. In the 
majority of ccRCCs, both alleles of the von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) gene are mutated, 
leading to dysregulation of Hypoxia-inducible factor 1 (HIF-1) transcriptional activ-
ity. HIF-1, a master regulator of oxygen homeostasis, is hydroxylated on its α subunit 
during normoxia by a ubiquitin protein ligase, whose activity depends upon VHL. 
In the absence of normal VHL, HIF-1 reprograms glucose and energy metabolism 
through its transcriptional activities, such that glycolysis and lactate production 
become predominant over respiration, even during normoxia [3].

More recent studies indicate that mutations which specifically effect the 
expression of 3 different types of metabolic enzymes (fumarate hydratase (FH), 
succinate dehydrogenase (SDH) and isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH)) similarly 
promote tumorigenesis because of the accumulation of “oncometabolites” [1]. 
Oncometabolites are defined as “small-molecule components (or enantiomers) of 
normal metabolism whose accumulation dysregulates signaling so as to establish a 
milieu that promotes carcinogenesis” [4]. The fumarate accumulation, which occurs 
as a consequence of FH mutations, results in the formation of hereditary papillary 
renal carcinomas, whereas the succinate accumulation, that occurs as a consequence 
of SDH mutations, results in the formation of hereditary paragangliomas (PGLs). In 
contrast, cancer-related mutations in the IDH1 and IDH2 genes, result in the forma-
tion of mutant IDH enzymes which produce D-2-hydroxyglutarate (D2HG) from 
αKG. This is particularly serious, because IDH1 and IDH2 mutations are associated 
with 70–80% glioblastomas, and 20% of acute myeloid leukemias (AMLs) [5]. All 3 
oncometabolites, D2HG, fumarate and succinate, have been found to act by similar 
mechanisms, i.e. by inhibiting multiple αKG-dependent dioxygenases, which ulti-
mately dysregulates signaling in a manner that promotes tumorigenesis [1, 5].

Figure 1. 
The D- and L- enantiomers of L-2Hydroxglutarate (L-2HG).2HG is a chiral molecule, with D-and L- 
enantiomers as illustrated above.
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Notably, oncometabolites such as 2HG have also been used as prognostic mark-
ers. In individuals with cancer-related IDH mutations, D2HG is produced to such an 
extent, that the elevated D2HG can be detected in serum [6]. Remarkedly, 87% of 
the AML patients with high serum 2HG had IDH1/IDH2 mutations, although only 
29% of AML patients with moderately high 2HG had IDH1/IDH2 mutations. This 
latter finding suggests that other genetic events are also responsible for elevated 
2HG. Of particular interest in these regards, 2HG is a chiral molecule, with both 
D- and L- enantiomers (as show in Figure 1). Both IDH1 and IDH2 mutations result 
in increased synthesis of the D- enantiomer (as shown in Figure 2). However, a loss 
of copy number of L2HGDH results in increased levels of the L- enantiomer of 2HG, 
rather than the D- enantiomer. For this reason, Struys [7] has stressed the importance 
of employing analytical methods that differentiate between L2HG and D2HG (e.g. 
chiral derivatization followed by Liquid Chromatography-Mass Spectrometry/Mass 
Spectrometry (LC–MS/MS)), rather than measuring total 2HG.

During the initial time frame of the studies in which elevated 2HG was detected in 
serum, an inherited metabolic defect, L-2-Hydroxyglutarate aciduria (L2HGA) was 
being studied [8]. L2HGA is an autosomal recessive neurometabolic disorder, char-
acterized by abnormalities of the subcortical cerebral white matter dentate nucleus, 
globus pallidus, putamen and caudate nucleus. The gene associated with this disorder 
was found to be a mutant L2HGDH, which was defective in metabolizing L2HG to 
αKG. Consistent with this observation, the biochemical hallmark of L2HGA is elevated 
levels of L2HG in the urine (such that L2HG levels are 10–300 fold more than normal 
controls). A consequence of L2HGA is an increased propensity for tumor formation. 
Kranendijk et al. [8] have reported that L2HG is produced from αKG by L-malate 
dehydrogenase (MDH), as a promiscuous side reaction (Figure 3). The primary 

Figure 2. 
Effect of mutant Isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) on metabolism of D-2HG. Two different isoforms of IDH 
are present in mammalian cells, including cytosolic IDH1 and mitochondrial IDH2, which participated in the 
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle. Normally, IDH1 or IDH2 have been found to synthesize alpha ketoglutarate 
from isocitrate. However, mutant IDH1 and IDH2 have been found to further synthesize D-2HG from alpha 
ketogutarate.
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function of MDH is to convert L-malate to oxaloacetate. Lactate Dehydrogenase 
(LDH) has similarly been found to produce L2HG as a side reaction during oxygen 
deprivation under acidic conditions (Figure 3) [9]. In contrast, D2HG is produced 
from γ hydroxybutyrate by hydroxyacid-oxoacid transhydrogenase (HOT) [8].

As stated above, patients with L2HGA exhibit neurological disorders, associated 
with progressive damage to the brain. Biochemical alterations in brain tissues include 
reduced creatine kinase activity, oxidative stress, and increased Glutamate (Glu) 
uptake into synaptosomes and synaptic vesicles. Precisely why the brain is primarily 
affected is not well understood.

Subsequent to the findings that the D2HG enantiomer is elevated in glioblastomas 
and AMLs, other investigators found that other enantiomer, L2HG, is indeed elevated 
in another class of tumors, ccRCCs [10]. The elevated L2HG has been attributed to a 
loss of copies of the L2HGDH gene [11], encoding for the enzyme that metabolizes 
L2HG to αKG [10]. Elevated L2HG and reduced L2HGDH was observed in a number 
of human RCC cell lines, including A498, RXF-393 and Caki-1, and in addition was 
a common attribute of ccRCCs obtained from patients [10]. In order to determine 
whether the decreased L2HGDH contributes to tumorigenicity, A498 cells were 
transduced with a WT L2HGDH vector (generating A498-L2HGD). Not only were 
the L2HG levels reduced in A498-L2HGDH cells, but the volume of A498-L2HGDH 
tumors was reduced, as compared with controls [10]. L2HG levels are determined by 
its biosynthetic rate, as well as by its degradation. Shelar et al. [11] reported that L2HG 
in RCC cells is generated from αKG by MDH1 and MDH2, via promiscuous reactions.

2. Epigenetic effects of L- and D-2HG

Both L2HG and D2HG are competitive inhibitors of αKG-dependent dioxygenases. 
The specific αKG-dependent dioxygenase(s) which are the targets of elevated L2HG 

Figure 3. 
Biosynthesis of L2HG from glutamine: Effect of a loss of L2HGDH copy number. The biosynthesis of L2HG 
depends upon glutamine (Gln), which is first metabolized to glutamine acid by Glutaminase, followed by the 
metabolism of alpha ketoglutarate. Alpha ketoglutarate generated either by the TCA cycle or in mitochondria or 
in the cytosol, is subsequently metabolized by either malate dehydrogenase (MDH) or by lactate dehydrogenase 
a (LDHA) into L2HG. When the copy number of L2HG Deydrogenase (L2HGDH) declines, the metabolism of 
L2HG slows, causing an increase in the level of L2HG.
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in the brain of patients with L2HGA has not yet been identified. However, the most 
notable known targets of L2HG and D2HG in tumors are epigenetic targets, including 
αKG-dependent dioxygenases that regulate either DNA or histone demethylation. 
Included amongst these αKG-dependent dioxygenases that are inhibited by L2HG and 
D2HG are Jumonji domain-containing histone-lysine demethylases (Jmj-KDMs), that 
demethylate histones, as well as TETs, which demethylate 5-methyl-cytosine (5mC) 
residues in genomic DNA. Consequences of the inhibition of these dioxygenases by 
L2HG and D2HG include the increased methylation of histone marks, as well as an 
increase in 5mC residues in CpG islands [12]. While both enantiomers of 2HG inhibit 
Jmj-KDMs as well as TETs, overall L2HG is a more potent inhibitor than D2HG [13].

The Jmj-KDMs demethylate lysine residues on specific classes of methylated 
histones, their specificity being determined by specific reader domains present 
within each type of protein [14]. For example, JmjD2A and JmD3 remove a methyl 
group from the repressive histones H3K9me3, and H3K27me3, respectively, whereas 
JARID1A removes a methyl group from the activating histone H3K4me3 (Table 1) 
[14]. In this manner the Jmj-KDMs reverse the methylation events caused by cor-
responding Histone Lysine Methyltransferases (abbreviated as either KMTs or HMTs) 
(Table 1) [15].

The TETs demethylate 5mC residues in genomic DNA in a number of steps. 
Initially, TETs oxidize 5mC, generating 5-hydroxy-mC (5hmC), followed by further 
oxidation of 5hmC into 5-formylcytosine (5fC), and finally 5-carboxycytosine 
(5caC). Subsequently, the modified base is removed, and excision repair occurs 
[16]. Point mutations and deletion mutations are often observed in human cancers, 
particularly those affecting TET2 (as observed in AML). This latter observation is 
consistent with the hypothesis that the inactivation of TETs by D2HG plays a similar 
role in AML [16].

In their studies, Chowdhury et al. [13] found that 2HG is a weak antagonist of 
αKG (requiring a 100-fold molar excess of 2HG over αKG). This molar excess of 
2HG can nevertheless be achieved in cells with IDH mutations. The concentration 
of D2HG increases to as high as 35 mM in cells with IDH mutations, exceeding the 
IC50 of 2HG for Jmj-KDMs [13]. In such IDH mutant cells, αKG is itself consumed, 
being the substrate of 2HG, further increasing the inhibition by 2HG. Although the 
evidence is convincing that D2HG and L2HG alter the epigenetic landscape in cells, 
inhibitory effects of 2HG on other classes of αKG-dependent dioxygenases, may also 
promote tumorigenesis. For example, L2HG inhibits Prolyl Hydroxylase 2 (PHD2), 
thereby preventing the hydroxylation of HIF1α, and the degradation of HIF1α by the 

H3K9me2/3 H3K27me2/3 H3K4me2/3 H3K36me3

KMT G9a/EHMT2 EZH1 SETD1A SETD2

KMT GLP/EHMT1 EZH2 SETD1B NSD1

Jmj-KDM JmjD2A (KDM4A) JmjD3 (KDM6B) JARID1A JmjD2A (KDM4A)

Jmj-KDM JmjD2C (KDM4C) UTX (KDM6A) JARID1B JmjD2B (KDM4B)

Methylated Histones are listed in the top row, which have been methylated by the histone lysine methyltransferases (KMTs) 
in the first 2 rows listed directly below the particular KMT. In the third and fourth rows are listed the histone demethylases 
(in particular the Jmj-KDMs) which demethylate the histones listed in the same column as the particular Jm-KDMs.

Table 1. 
Representative histone lysine Methyltransferases (KMTs), with associated Jmj-KDMs and histone substrates.
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proteosome [9]. Collagen hydroxylase is also inhibited by L2HG and D2HG, which 
perturbs basement membrane function [17]. Finally, D2HG and L2HG inhibit the 
repair of DNA alkylating damage (via ALK Homolog, i.e. ALKBH, enzymes), which 
promotes oncogenesis [17].

3. Effects of D-2HG on adipocyte and myocyte differentiation

Of particular interest to this review are the L2HG mediated effects on renal 
differentiation, so as to increase the propensity of renal cells to become tumorigenic. 
However, previous studies concerning the effects of D2HG on the differentiation 
of other cell types will first be described, to facilitate our understanding of effects 
of L2HG on renal differentiation, including epigenetic changes. Both D2HG and 
L2HG inhibit αKG-dependent dioxygenases, although admittedly the 2 enantiomers 
have different binding affinities for a number of αKG-dependent dioxygenases. 
Nevertheless, previous studies of the effects of D2HG on differentiation in other tis-
sues, will facilitate our understanding of how L2HG alters kidney development.

The effects of D2HG on differentiation were initially studied because gliomas 
with IDH mutations had a gene expression profile enriched for genes expressed in 
neural progenitor cells [18]. Moreover, increased levels of repressive H3K9me3 and 
H3K27me3 were observed in oligodendrogliomas with IDH1 mutations compared to 
tumors with wild type IDH1 [18]. Presumably, this was a consequence of the elevated 
D2HG in these tumors. Consistent with this hypothesis increased histone methylation 
was observed in 293 cells expressing a mutant IDH1 (or mutant IDH2) as compared to 
the wild type IDH allele.

In order to determine whether D2HG could block the differentiation of non-
transformed cells, studies were conducted with 3T3-L1 cells which could be induced 
to differentiate into adipocytes using a differentiation cocktail [18]. 3T3-L1 cells 
transduced with an R172K mutant IDH2, overproduced D2HG, unlike cells trans-
duced with WT IDH2 or empty vector. After induction of differentiation, the mutant 
IDH2 expressing 3T3-L1 cells had a markedly reduced ability to accumulate lipid 
droplets and were defective in the expression of transcription factors required for 
adipocyte differentiation, including CEBPA (CCAAT Enhancer Binding Protein α) 
and PPARγ (Peroxisome Proliferator-Activated Receptor γ, encoded by the Pparg 
gene). The impaired differentiation was associated with increased levels of H3K9me3 
and H3K27me3. H3K9me3 in particular was located on the promoters of the Cebpa 
and Pparg genes. The increased H3K9me3 was attributed to the inhibition of the 
histone demethylase KDM4C by D2HG. Indeed, KDM4C was induced during the 
differentiation of 3T3L1 cells into adipocytes, and a knockdown of KDM4C with 
siRNA inhibited differentiation. Of particular interest in these regards KDM4C 
(which demethylates H3K9me3), is a member of the JHDM family of histone demeth-
ylases (i.e. JmjC domain-containing histone demethylases, or jmj-KDMs). Notably, 
H3K9me3 is the product of the G9a methyltransferase, which is known to produce 
repressive histones [14].

Subsequently, Schvartzman et al. [19] presented evidence indicating that the 
elevated D2HG (produced by oncogenic IDH1/2 mutations) similarly blocked the dif-
ferentiation of 10T1/2 cell into myocytes by preventing H3K9 demethylation. Indeed, 
the HMT inhibitor UNC0638 (which blocks the H3K9 methylation by EHMT1/2) 
restored the ability of 10T1/2 cells expressing IDH2-R172K to form fused myotubes. 
Furthermore, similar results were obtained by a Clustered Regularly Interspaced 
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Short Palindromic Repeat (CRISPR) mediated deletion of EHMT1/2. The differentia-
tion of 10T1/2 cells into myocytes depends upon the MyoD transcription factor. Very 
importantly, a Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Sequencing (ChIP-Seq) analysis 
indicated that the IDH2-R172K mutant did not have a global effect on chromatin 
accessibility in differentiating 10T1/2 cells. Instead, the IDH2-R172K mutant specifi-
cally prevented a MyoD-mediated increase in chromatin accessibility at myogenic 
regions. Thus, the authors conclude that the histone methylations that occur within 
genetic regions present within “facultative” heterochromatin are responsible for the 
2HG-mediated block in differentiation, rather than random methylation events. 
Further studies of these 2HG-mediated blocks in differentiation, will reveal the pre-
cise nature of the 2HG-mediated genomic changes that contribute to tumorigenesis.

4. Effects of L2HG on ccRCCs

The transcriptional basis of nephron-specific gene expression patterns that 
emerge during nephrogenesis are incompletely understood. However, alterations in 
histone and DNA methylation caused by oncometabolites such as 2HG may very well 
upset the network of interactions established by transcription factors (TFs), so as to 
alter “normal” patterns of differentiated gene expression, and to cause “dedifferentia-
tion.” Nevertheless, Lindgren et al. [20] were able to identify remnants of cell type 
specific gene expression programs in a number of kidney cancers, and in this manner 
identify their lineage. Although many fundamental genetic alterations which contrib-
ute to the formation of RCCs have been identified, an understanding of the changes 
which occur in the specific cell subpopulation(s) that are the cells of origin of RCCs 
is nevertheless of importance. Lindgren et al. [20] were able to identify a gene cluster 
(cluster B) that was expressed in ccRCCs that corresponds with genes expressed in 
the renal proximal tubule (including trans-membrane transporters regulated by the 
Hepatocyte Nuclear Factor (HNF) TF family, most notably HNF4α which plays a 
role in RPT differentiation [21]). In addition, another gene cluster (cluster C) was 
over-expressed in ccRCCs (including genes regulated by HIF1α and expressed during 
hypoxia, angiogenesis as well as the epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT)). 
A number of the changes in gene cluster C are often associated the loss of VHL. In 
contrast, chromophobe RCCs expressed a Forkhead box protein L1 (FOXl1) gene 
signature. FOXI1 plays a critical role in the differentiation of intercalated cells in the 
connecting tubules and collecting ducts during renal development [22].

Although some remnants of normal transcription may remain, transcriptional 
changes that result in a loss of differentiation is a hallmark of many tumors. When 
considering ccRCCs in particular, evidence for changes in the activity of histone 
demethylases (including jmj-KDMs) has been obtained [23]. These changes alter 
the genetic landscape, resulting in the reduced expression of genes that encode for 
differentiated functions. Included amongst these genes, are genes encoding for renal 
transporters, proteins which maintain the polarized epithelial morphology, as well 
as proteins required for progression through the cell cycle, and apoptosis [24]. Gene 
silencing due to the hypermethylation of DNA and histones, is a strong candidate 
mechanism underlying the block in differentiation in ccRCCs. Of particular interest, 
is the role of elevated L2HG in such renal tumors, because increased L2HG is associ-
ated with increases in histone as well as DNA methylation. Indeed, Shelar et al. [11] 
observed increased H3K27 trimethylation in A498 RCC cells that have elevated levels 
of L2HG. In addition, there was a decrease in the expression of genes targeted by the 
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Polycomb Repressor Complex 2 (PRC2), including genes targeted by Suz12, that bear 
the H3K27me3 mark in human embryonic stem cells [11]. These results suggest there 
is an interrelationship between the changes in the gene expression profiles observed 
during embryonic development, and the gene expression changes caused by L2HG in 
renal carcinomas.

5. Epigenetic and transcriptional changes during renal development

Strikingly, during renal development, there is an interplay between the repres-
sive effects of PRC2 proteins, and stimulatory effects of Trithorax proteins [25]. 
Repressive histones, including H3K9me2 and H3K27me3, are generated by PRC2 in 
the metanephric mesenchyme which surrounds the ureteric bud (which includes 
quiescent cells with low levels of the Six2 and Lhx1 transcription factors). As develop-
ment proceeds, the mesenchyme condenses. The condensed mesenchyme becomes 
enriched with the activating histone H3K4me3, indicating it was poised for activation. 
Somewhat later, nascent nephrons emerge, which have high levels of H3K4me3 and 
low levels of repressive H3K9me3 and H3K27me3, activating such genes as Lhx1. After 
nascent nephron cells emerge, Notch2 appears, an important transcription factor in 
RPT development.

Of particular interest, are the developmental events that occur during segmenta-
tion of the nephron, because during this period Renal Proximal Tubules (RPTs) 
appear, RPTs being the cell of origin of ccRCCs and papillary RCCs [26, 27]. HNF TFs 
emerge during this developmental stage, including HNF4α, which facilitates the for-
mation of H3K4me2 to maintain active chromatin during this developmental period 
[28]. HNF1α is similarly active during this developmental period, recruiting KDM6A 
(i.e. UTX), resulting in the demethylation of H3K27me3, thereby relieving polycomb 
repression [29]. In contrast, loss of HNF1α function (which has been observed in 
ccRCCs) [30] results in polycomb repression. A similar loss of HNF1α function has 
been reported in other cancers, including non-small cell lung cancers [31], oral squa-
mous carcinomas [32], and pancreatic cancers [29]. In the case of pancreatic cancers, 
re-expression of HNF1α reactivated differentiated acinar cell programs, and in this 
manner suppressed the emergence of pancreatic cancers [29]. Presumably, there is 
a potential to similarly override 2HG mediated blocks in differentiation programs in 
other cancers, including RCCs, by re-establishing required regulation by HNFs. For 
this reason, an evaluation of the effects of elevated 2HG on the differentiation of renal 
cells is important, including effects of 2HG on such transcription factors as HNF1α.

6. Effects of L2HG on renal differentiation and development in vitro

L2HG mediated effects on the differentiation of RPT cells have been examined, 
utilizing a well characterized primary culture system of normal renal cells. Primary 
cultures of kidney epithelial cells derived from purified rabbit RPTs were grown in 
serum free medium, supplemented with 5 μg/ml human insulin, 5 μg/ml human 
transferrin and 5 x 10−8 M hydrocortisone. Epithelial monolayers formed with a 
polarized morphology, and membrane transport systems distinctive of the RPT, 
including an apical Na+/glucose cotransport system (SGLT2), a Na+/phosphate 
cotransport system (NPT2a), a Na+/H+ antiport system (NHE3), and a basolateral 
p-Amino Hippurate (pAH) transport system (i.e. OAT1) (Figure 4) [33, 34]. The 
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primary RPT cells also possess a parathyroid hormone (PTH) sensitive adenylate 
cyclase, Angiotensin II (Ang II) receptors [35], dopamine receptors, as well as α and 
β adrenergic receptors [36], which are critical for the regulation of ion transporters 
(Figure 4). Finally, the cultures retain normal metabolism, including gluconeogen-
esis, glutathione metabolism and other drug metabolic capabilities distinctive of the 
RPT (Table 2).

The effects of L2HG on primary RPT cells were examined both in 3-Dimensional 
(3D) matrigel cultures, as well as monolayer cultures. Such 3D culture systems are 
the method of choice for examining malignant cells ex vivo [37], including the effects 
of oncometabolites on differentiation (which relate to tumor progression). Matrigel, 
a reconstituted basement membrane from the Engelbreth-Holm-Swarm (EHS) 
tumor, is particularly important to use in 3D studies. Matrigel is a well-characterized 
3D system used to study differentiation in both normal and malignant tissues [38]. 
Matrigel was initially employed to study baby mouse kidney epithelial cells ex vivo. 
Tubulogenesis was observed, provided that either Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF) 

Figure 4. 
Polarized morphology and transporters of primary proximal tubule (RPT) cells. A primary RPT cells form 
multicellular domes in culture. Groups of cells are elevated from the dish due to the accumulation of fluids 
between the monolayer and the dish, resulting from the transepithelial transport of fluids, and the resulting 
hydrostatic pressure. Two micrograoph fields are illustrated at t 100X. B. Transmission electron micrograph 
(TEM) of primary RPT cells. The TEM (illustrated at 2000X) shows the polarized morophology and 
interconnection of cells by tight junctions) from Taub et al. [34], reproduced with from Biotechniques, as agreed 
by future science, LTD) C. polarized transporters expressed in primary RPT cells as further defined in Table 2.
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or Transforming Growth Factor α (TGFα) were added to the culture medium [39]. 
Electron micrographs indicated that the baby mouse kidney tubules resembled col-
lecting ducts [39].

Subsequently, a 3D system of renal proximal tubulogenesis was developed, using 
primary rabbit RPT cells [40]. The primary RPT cells form tubules in matrigel 
(Figure 5). The tubules possess transepithelial transport capacity, as indicated by 
their ability to secrete lucifer yellow (an organic anion) into the luminal space of the 
tubules [41]. This was indicated by the green fluorescence observed in the lumen of 
lucifer yellow treated cultures in matrigel. Tubulogenesis by RPTs was stimulated 
by EGF (similar to baby mouse kidney cells), as well as Hepatocyte Growth Factor 
(HGF). Because the RPT is the cell of origin of ccRCCs, this primary RPT cell culture 
system is an appropriate model system to examine effects of oncometabolite L2HG on 
RPT differentiation.

As described above, the elevated L2HG detected in RCCs, has been attributed to 
decreased expression of L2HGDH, the enzyme that breaks down L2HG to αKG. The 
results of a microarray study indicate that the expression of genes targeted by the 
Polycomb protein Suz-12 was reduced in L2HGDH deficient ccRCC cells, similar to 
the metanephric mesenchyme [42]. Thus, the hypothesis was examined, that reduced 
expression of L2HGDH blocks differentiation of renal cells.

In order to examine this hypothesis initially, primary RPT cell cultures were 
transduced with lentiviral particles containing a vector (pLKO-TRC) encoding 
either L2HGDH shRNA or control shRNA [43]. The effect on tubulogenesis in 
matrigel was examined. Figure 6 shows the lack of tubules in cultures treated with 
L2HGDH shRNA, under conditions where L2HGDH mRNA was reduced by 80%. 
Tubulogenesis was similarly inhibited in primary RPT cells using L2HGDH siRNA, 
which similarly reduced L2HGDH mRNA by 80%. The effect of L2HGDH siRNA on 
intracellular L2HG and D2HG levels was examined by Gas Chromatography–Mass 
Spectrometry (GC–MS) analysis. The L2HG level increased more than 4-fold in 

Brush Border 
Enzymes

Apical 
Membrane 
Transporters

Basolateral 
Membrane 
Transporters

Responses to 
Effectors

Metabolism

Alkaline 
Phosphatase

Na+/glucose 
cotransporter: 
SGLT2

Organic 
Anion (OAT1; 
p-Amino-
hippurate 
transporter)

Hormones: 
Insulin, Estrogen, 
Hydrocortisone, 
Parathyroid 
Hormone

Gluconeogenesis

γ Glutamyl 
Transpeptidase

Na+/Pi 
cotransporter: 
NPT2a

Na,K-ATPase Renal Effectors: 
Angiotensin II, 
Norepinephrine, 
Dopamine

Glutathione

Leucine 
Aminopeptidase

Na+/H+ 
antiporter: 
NHE3

Growth Factors: 
EGF, FGF, HGF

Responsiveness to 
Toxicants

Aquaporin 1: 
AQP1

Primary rabbit RPT cells are cultured in serum free medium supplemented with insulin, transferrin and hydrocortisone. 
The method for culturing the primary RPT cells and their extensive characterization has been described by Taub [33].

Table 2. 
Characteristics of primary RPT cells in culture.
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primary RPTs treated with L2HGDH siRNA, L2HG becoming the predominant 
enantiomer.

Shelar et al. [11] observed that L2HG is primarily generated from Glutamine 
(Gln) in human ccRCCs, initially via the breakdown of Gln to Glu by glutaminase (as 
illustrated in Figure 3). Thus, the inhibition of Gln metabolism to Glu by glutaminase 
would be expected to reduce the L2HG level, and in this manner overcome the effect 
of an L2HGDH Knockdown (KD) on intracellular L2HG levels. In order to examine 
this hypothesis, the ability of primary RPT cells with an L2HGDH KD to form tubules 
in the presence of glutaminase inhibitor CB-839 was examined. The results (illus-
trated in Figure 7) indicated that CB-839 relieved the inhibition of tubulogenesis 
caused by an L2HGDH KD, presumably by reducing L2HG levels (a consequence of 
inhibiting the metabolism of Gln to Glu, and ultimately to L2HG). The involvement 
of the elevated L2HG in mediating the inhibition of tubulogenesis in cultures with 
an L2HGDH KD was further substantiated by the observed inhibitory effect of cell 
permeable L2HG octyl ester on tubulogenesis [43].

The block in tubulogenesis in primary RPT cells with an L2HGDH KD may very 
well be associated with a generalized loss of differentiated function. Consistent with 
this hypothesis, the expression of differentiated transporters was reduced in the 
primary RPT cells with an L2HGDH KD. This is exemplified by the reduction in the 
mRNA levels for the apical Na+/Phosphate cotransporter (NPT2a), the Na+/glucose 
cotransporter (SGLT2), and Aquaporin 1 (AQP1), as well as the basolateral pAH 
transporter (OAT1) in monolayers with an L2HGDH KD.

Figure 5. 
Tubule formation by primary PRT cells in Matrigel. A. Traverse section of a tubule. Lucifer yellow accumulation 
(green) in the lumen of a tubule in matrigel, with DIl (yellow), a membrane stain. B. Longitudinal section of 
another tubule, C. section of developing tubule. D Cross-section of a tubule examined by TEM showing a lumen 
(L), and a nucleus (N). Bar is 50 μM in a, B and C. Bar in D is 10 μm. From Han et al. [41] with permission 
from the Company of Biologists.
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In matrigel cultures, the level of expression of NPT2a and SGLT2 increased rela-
tive to plastic in control cultures, consistent with the hypothesis that the overall state 
of differentiation was enhanced in matrigel. Nevertheless, the expression of these 
2 transporters continued to be substantially reduced in cultures with an L2HGDH 
KD. In contrast, AQP1 expression increased in matrigel cultures with an L2HGDH 
KD. This observation can be explained by differences in transcriptional regulation 
between NPT2a and SGLT2 as compared with AQP1. Both NPT2a and SGLT2 regula-
tion depends upon HNF1α which is down regulated in primary RPT cells with an 

Figure 6. 
Effect of L2HGDH shRNA on Tubulogenesis, primary RPT cells cultures were transduced with lentivirus 
containing either L2HGDH shRNA or control TRC shRNA vectors. The cultures put into matrigel. Subsequently, 
tubules photographed (A, B, C, D) at 100X. Tubules were quantitated and L2HGDH mRNA level were 
determined. From Taub et al. [43] with permission of Frontiers.
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L2HGDH KD, unlike AQP1, whose transcription is controlled by Tonicity Enhancer 
Binding Protein (TonEBP) and HIF1α. As described above, HNF1α is involved in the 
appearance of RPTs during kidney development. Thus, it will be of interest to deter-
mine whether during tubulogenesis in vitro, HNF1A recruits KDM6A, which relieves 
polycomb repression during this stage of kidney development by demethylating 
H3K27me3.

HNF1α has also been reported to play a role in maintaining the polarized mor-
phology of epithelial cells. Indeed, inhibition of HNF1α gene expression with siRNA 
triggered the Epithelial to Mesenchymal Transition (EMT) in the liver cancer cell 
lines HEPG2 and HEP1B [44]. The expression of mRNAs encoding for such proteins 
as E-cadherin (CDH1) and plasminogen activator (PLAU) was similarly reduced in 
primary RPTs with an L2HGDH KD, as well as cell migration. Further studies are 
necessary to elucidate whether the downregulation of HNF1α under these conditions 
is responsible for these changes.

The downregulation of the expression of the differentiated transporters, and 
HNF1α in primary RPT cells with an L2HGDH KD is presumably a consequence of 

Figure 7. 
Effect of Glutaminase inhibitor CB-839 on tubulogenesis. A. Primary RPT cells were either a. transduced with 
lentivirus containing either L2HGDH shRNA or control TRC shRNA vectors, or B. transfected with L2HGDH 
shRNA or negative control siRNA. The cultures were passaged into matrigel, and treated with either with 1 μM 
CB-839 or untreated. Subsequently, the frequency of tubule formation was determined [41]. C. the effect of 
1 μM CB-839 on the level of glutamine and glutamate was determined [41]. D. Model for the effect of CB-839 on 
L2HGDH levels. Values are averages (+/−) SEMs of triplicate determinations. With permission from Frontiers.
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the inhibition of αKG dependent dioxygenases. Included amongst these αKG depen-
dent dioxygenases are Jmj-KDM histone demethylases, as well as TET 5mC demethyl-
ases, which are inhibited not only in tumor cells with IDH1 and IDH2 mutations [45], 
but also in ccRCCs with reduced L2HGDH levels [11]. Consistent with this hypothesis, 
5hmC blots of genomic DNA derived from primary RPT cells with an L2HGDH KD 
indicated that the level of 5hmC was reduced in primary RPT cells with an L2HGDH 
KD (vs. controls) [43]. In addition, Western blots indicated increases in the levels of 
a number of different classes of methylated histones in primary RPT cells with an 
L2HGD KD [43]. Not only was there an increase in the level of the activating histone, 
H3K4me3, but also an increase in the level of the repressive histone H3K27me3. Shelar 
et al. [11] similarly observed an increased level of H3K27me3 in A498 ccRCC cells 
as compared to A498 ccRCC cells which express exogenous L2HGDH. H3K27me3 is 
generated by EZH2, a component of the repressive PRC2 complex expressed in the 
primitive mesenchyme.

However, as described above, Schvartzman et al. [19] reported that the inhibitory 
effect of D2HG on the MyoD-mediated differentiation of myocytes was the specific 
consequence of increased H3K9 methylation generated by EHMT1/2. Schvartzman 
et al. [19] found that 5mC DNA hypermethylation could be excluded from in the 
differentiation block in 10 T1/2 cells, because the DNA methyltransferase inhibi-
tor 5-azacytidine was unable to rescue the differentiation block caused by elevated 
D-2HG. The hypothesis that the inhibition of renal proximal tubulogenesis is simi-
larly the specific consequence of increased H3K9 methylation cannot be excluded, in 
the absence of results with H3K9me3.

However, L2HG does not necessarily act on renal differentiation via the same 
mechanism as observed with D2HG in myocytes. Indeed, L2HG has a higher affin-
ity than D2HG for a number of αKG-dependent dioxygenases, including TET 5hmC 
hydroxylases [45]. Furthermore, L2HG (unlike D2HG) is an effective inhibitor of 
such αKG dioxygenases as Prolyl Hydroxylase 2 (PDH2) (which promotes the degra-
dation of HIF1α during normoxia) [17]. The effects of L2HG on other aspects of basic 
metabolism have not been extensively investigated. Thus, it is unclear whether L2HG, 
like D2HG causes a reduction in Nicotine Adenine Dinucleotide (NAD+) levels, associ-
ated with a reduction in the level of Naprt (Nicotinate Phosphoribosyltransferase), 
a rate limiting enzyme in the NAD+ salvage pathway that replenishes intracellular 
NAD+ levels [46]. In any case, the effects of L2HG on differentiation of RPT cells ulti-
mately depend upon the unique sets of epigenetic mechanisms that regulate kidney 
development, unlike other tissues.

Nevertheless, the L2HG-mediated inhibition of kidney proximal tubulogenesis 
very likely results at least in part from the inhibition of Jmj-KDMs. Previous studies 
indicate that histone demethylases, as well as histone methyltransferases play an 
important role in kidney development. It is well-known, as stated above, that dur-
ing kidney development there is an interplay between events mediated by repressive 
PRC2 and stimulatory Trithorax complexes [25]. Different classes of methylated his-
tones are produced by these 2 sets of complexes. While the histone methyltransferase 
Ash21 (associated with Trithorax complexes) produces activating H3K4me histones, 
Ezh1, Ezh2 and Suz12 (associated with PRC2) produce repressive H3K9me2/3 
and H3K27me3. During the segmentation of the nephron, H3K4me histone levels 
increase as proximal tubules appear, while H3K9me2/3 and H3K27me3 levels decline. 
Remarkably, an increase in the level of both H3K9me3 and H3K27me3 is associated 
with the block in the ability of 10T1/2 cells with a mutant IDH2-R172K to differentiate 
into myocytes.
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A decline in H3K9me2/3 and H3K27me3 during kidney development depends not 
only upon the activity of the pertinent histone methyltransferases, but also upon the 
continued activity of pertinent JmjC domain containing histone demethylases. While 
KDM4A, B, C and D demethylate H3K9me3, the transcriptionally activating KDM7A 
demethylates H3K9me1/2. Similarly, the demethylation H3K27me3 involves KDM4D, 
as well as KDM7A. However, given that these KDMs are αKG dependent dioxygenases, 
they are subject to inhibition by elevated D- and L-2HG. In the case of 10T1/2 cells 
expressing a mutant IDH enzyme, inhibition of KDM4C (which normally demethyl-
ates H3K9me3) was proposed to be responsible for their inability to differentiate 
into myocytes. Consistent with this hypothesis, these investigators observed that the 
EHMT1/2 inhibitor UNC0638 restored the ability of 10T1/2 cells expressing IDH2-
R172K to form fused myotubes. Similarly, primary RPT cells with an L2HGDH KD 
can overcome the block in tubulogenesis in the presence of UNC0638 (lowering levels 
of H3K9me3), although the cultures can also overcome the block in tubulogenesis in 
the presence of GSK343 (Taub, unpublished).

Shelar et al. [11] presented evidence that increased levels of methylated histones as 
well as DNA in ccRCCs with elevated L-2HG contribute to tumorigenesis. However, 
Shelar et al. [11] also provided evidence that the increased levels histone H3K27me3 in 
ccRCCS with elevated L-2HG are responsible for altering the genetic program of these 
tumor cells, and, as a consequence their state of differentiation. Indeed, the studies of 
Taub et al. [43] indicate that increased L2HG establishes a block in RPT differentia-
tion, with associated epigenetic changes. Thus, it is of importance to consider the 
development of new avenues of epigenetic therapy for ccRCCs.

7. Conclusion

Recent clinical trials of epigenetic-based therapies in RCCs have examined on the use 
of DNA Methyltransferase (DNMT) inhibitors such as decitabine and azacytidine [47]. 
DNA methylation of tumor suppressor genes in RCCs is thought to contribute tumorigen-
esis, and the hypermethylation of an EGF response element (recognized by Krueppel-like 
factor 5 (KLF5)) is associated with poor prognosis of RCC patients [47]. In vitro studies 
concerning the effects azacytidine with RCC cell lines have also shown promise [48], and 
combination therapies are in progress [47]. This adds to presently prescribed medications 
including VEGF inhibitors (e.g. sunitinib) mTOR inhibitors (e.g. everolimis), and HIF2α 
inhibitors (e.g. belzutifan) [49]. However metastatic ccRCC continues to carry a 5 year 
survival rate of 13% [49]. Thus, new treatment options are critical.

Epigenetic therapy is pertinent not only for ccRCCs with elevated L2HG, but also 
for ccRCCs with other genetic alterations (which may occur in addition to reduced 
L2HGH levels). Recent genome-wide sequencing studies have indicated that a 
number of epigenetic modifiers and chromatin remodelers are frequently altered in 
ccRCCs including PBRM1, SETD1, KDM5C, KDM6A, and BAP1. Notably, ccRCCs 
often have a 50 kb deletion on chromosome 3p where VHL, PBRM1, BAP1 and SETD2 
are located, which has opened up the door to individualized epigenetic therapy. 
SETD1 in particular is an H3K36me3 histone methyltransferase that plays an impor-
tant role in DNA repair and genomic stability [50]. While mutations in SETD1 result 
in reduced histone methylation, mutations in KDM5C and KDM6A often result in 
increased methylation of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3, respectively. The genes encoding 
for these 2 histone demethylases are located on the X chromosome, and thus, when 
altered, can a permit an escape from X-inactivation of tumor suppressor genes. Unlike 
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patients with SETD mutations, RCC patients with KDM5C and KDM6A mutations 
would be expected to benefit from inhibitors of specific histone methyltransferases.

In addition to epigenetic therapies, therapies developed against cancer stem cells 
may also prove protective against ccRCCS with elevated L-2HG. Several theories have 
been proposed regarding the origin of cancer stem cells, including that, a) cancer 
stem cells arise from normal progenitor cells which become tumorigenic due to 
undefined mutation(s), and b) that cancer stem cells arise from normal somatic cells 
that acquire stem-like properties through similarly undefined genetic mutations [51]. 
Thus, the block in renal proximal differentiation caused by elevated L-2HG is a mech-
anism that potentially results in the development of renal cancer stem cells. Recently, 
Fendler et al. [52] isolated ccRCC cancer stem cells which depend upon signals sent 
through the Wingless-related integration site (WNT) and NOTCH networks, which 
direct the formation of RPTs during renal development. Further studies are needed 
to assess whether the WNT and NOTCH pathways are active in ccRCCs with elevated 
L2HG, and whether the targeting of such pathways can alleviate the differentiation 
block caused by increased L2HG in normal RPT cells.
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Chapter 3

Clear Cell Renal Cancer, a Tumour
with Neuroendocrine Features
Originating from the
Erythropoietin-Producing Cell
Helge Waldum and Patricia Mjønes

Abstract

The dominating type of kidney cancer is the clear cell renal cell cancer (ccRCC),
hitherto been thought to develop from proximal tubule cells. However, the ability of
tubule cells to proliferate is at best controversial. ccRCCs show many peculiarities like
erythrocytosis due to erythropoietin overproduction and a combination of early
metastases and sometimes apparent dormancy and late recurrence, features in com-
mon with neuroendocrine tumours (NETs). We have shown that most ccRCCs
express erythropoietin and the neuroendocrine marker neuron-specific enolase, and
other neuroendocrine markers in a percentage of the cancers. Missense mutation in
von Hippel–Lindau (VHL) factor is rather specific for ccRCC found in familial and
sporadic forms. The function of VHL factor is together with other proteins to destroy
hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs), central in adaptation to hypoxia. Lack of function-
ing VHL factor results in continuous overstimulation of the erythropoietin-producing
cell to release erythropoietin and parallelly to proliferate, and in long-term mutations
and malignant transformation. Thus, ccRCC occurs about 30 years later in sporadic
cases compared with familial von Hippel–Lindau syndrome, reflecting the time nec-
essary for two versus one genetic change. Embryologically, there are many arguments
favouring neural crest origin of the erythropoietin-producing cell.

Keywords: classification of kidney cancer, clear cell renal cell cancer, erythropoietin,
erythropoietin-producing cell, neural crest, von Hippel–Lindau syndrome

1. Introduction

The kidney is not among the most common locations for cancer development, but
kidney cancers often affect middle-aged people, and the mortality is high. Clear cell
renal cancer cell (ccRCC) (also called conventional RCC (cRCC)) makes up about
80% of renal malignancies [1] and is accordingly the most important renal cancer.
ccRCC may be accompanied by erythrocytosis which has been presumed to be due to
production of erythropoietin (EPO) by the erythropoietin-producing cell (EPC)
localised in the kidney. Some years ago, we showed that virtually all ccRCC cancer
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tumour cells expressed erythropoietin as well as the neuroendocrine marker neuron-
specific enolase [2], which may suggest that the cell of origin of ccRCC is the EPC [3].
The present review is a follow-up further discussing the cell of origin of ccRCC.

2. Kidney cancers

Kidney cancers are classified according to presumed cell of origin with renal cell
carcinomas making up about 90% [4]. Renal cell cancers consist of subgroups based
on histological classification into ccRCC, papillary and chromophobe subgroups.
ccRCC and papillary renal cell cancers (pRCCs) have been presumed to originate from
proximal tubular cells. However, most cells in the adult kidney do not have the ability
to divide and thus replace damaged or dead specialised cells [5]. Therefore, replace-
ment of damaged nephrons does not occur after birth [6]. Generally, it may be noted
that it seems strange that nephron cells with absent or at best low reproductive
capacity should be the main origin of tumours. Based on gene expressions with
similarities between proximal tubular cells and ccRCCs [7, 8], tubular cells have been
thought to develop into ccRCC. However, discrepant expressions between normal
proximal tubule cells and tumours presumed to originate from proximal tubule cells
like ccRCC and pRCCs have been described [9]. In a review in 2012, it was written
that the cells of origin RCCs “are far from established and only inferred by accumu-
lated weight of marker similarities” [10]. Similarly, the degree of tubule regeneration
and which cell type contributing to this process were discussed in a review in 2016
[11]. Recently, a novel stem cell subtype analysis for ccRCC based on stem cell
markers was reported, but apparently not compared to any mature cells of the neph-
ron [12]. It may, therefore, be concluded that there are uncertainties regarding the cell
of origin of ccRCCs. Considering the classification of kidney tumours in general, the
continuous changes and additions of new types [13, 14] indicate a weakness in the
system and may suggest that the classifications are not rooted in biology. Our finding
of erythropoietin and neuron-specific enolase expression in virtually all ccRCCs may
indicate that the EPC is the cell of origin of ccRCC [2, 3].

3. Erythropoietin (EPO) and the erythropoietin-producing cell (EPC)

In the late part of nineteenth century, French scientists described the association
between atmospheric pressure and the concentration of red blood cells [15]. Thus, the
concentration of red blood cells increased in members of an expedition to the Andes
mountains [16]. A factor in serum was suspected to mediate this effect, and this was
shown to be true when serum from anaemic rabbits had erythropoietic activity in
normal rabbits [17]. Finnish authors named the postulated substance erythropoietin
[18], and the dominating role of the kidneys in the production of EPO was shown by
reduced stimulation of erythropoiesis in nephrectomised animals [19]. However,
some EPO production also occurs in the liver [15]. Subsequently, EPO was identified
as a glycohormone [20]. It stimulates erythropoiesis by interaction with a receptor
(REPO) localised on progenitor cells in the red cell line like erythroblasts. The EPC in
the kidney was long disputed. However, it seems now that peritubular interstitial cells
are established as the EPC [21]. Interestingly, these cells had a neuron-like morphol-
ogy and expressed neuron genes [21]. In the liver, EPO production was also found in
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cells surrounding the central vein in the liver [21], possibly stellate cells which have
been shown to express EPO [22]. EPO has also been described in the brain [23].

The main stimulatory mechanism for EPO production and release is by the
hypoxia-inducible factors (HIFs). There exist three O2 sensing HIF-α types (HIF-1α,
HIF2α, and HIF-3α). HIF-1α and also HIF-2α affect many other processes than stimu-
lation of EPO release including angiogenesis and other functions related to adaptation
to hypoxia [15, 24]. HIF-2 seems to be the main regulator of EPO [25]. HIF-1α is
ubiquitously expressed, while HIF-2αwas initially reported in endothelial cells but has
later been shown to be expressed in many other cell types [26].

EPO production in renal cancers, then named hypernephromas [27], was
suspected based on erythrocytosis in some of the patients. A case report in 1977
described EPO production in a patient with ccRCC based on a biological mouse assay
[28], and there is a report describing EPO production in a cell culture from a renal cell
carcinoma [29]. EPO gene expression in ccRCC was reported to be much more com-
mon than the occurrence of erythrocytosis [30]. There are also studies evaluating the
prognostic significance of EPO expression in renal cell cancers where one study did
not find any effect [31], and the other reported reduced survival [32]. We cannot find
that anybody had reflected on the EPC as the cell of origin in ccRCC before our paper
in 2017 [2], where we found that most ccRCC expressed EPO in contrast to the other
renal cell carcinomas which all were negative (Figure 1).

Before discussing cell of origin further, we will focus on clinical aspects of ccRCC,
which also give strong indications of the central role of EPC in ccRCC carcinogenesis.

4. Clinical aspects of ccRCC

In the past, the classic symptom triad of RCC was haematuria, pain in the kidney
area and a palpable tumour. However, nearly half of the patients do not have any
symptoms suggesting renal illness [33], and in about half of the cases renal cancers are
detected by ultrasonography or other imaging modalities done due to vague symp-
toms. Paraneoplastic syndromes are also an initial gateway to correct diagnosis.
Among these syndromes, hypercalcemia, hypertension, polycythaemia, and Stauffer’s
syndrome (non-metastatic hepatic dysfunction [34]) are the most prevalent [35].
Hypercalcemia is due to parathyroid-related hormone (PTHrP), polycythaemia due to
EPO, hypertension possibly due to renin, whereas the mechanism for Stauffer’s

Figure 1.
Clear cell renal cell carcinoma examined by haematoxylin and eosin (a), by immunohistochemistry for
erythropoietin (b) and neuron-specific enolase (NSE)(c). From (2) APMIS 2017; 125: 213–222. The figure is
reused under the terms of the creative commons public domains declaration and with permission from the
publisher.
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syndrome is unknown. PTHrP elevation has been attributed to vascular endothelial
growth factor (VEGF) expression in ccRCC [36].

Elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate has for long been recognised to be a
feature of renal cancer, formerly called hypernephroma, now ccRCC. Rising erythro-
cyte sedimentation may be an early marker for renal cell cancer [37] and also an
independent prognostic factor [38]. C-reactive protein is also a predictive factor for
metastasis in patients after potentially curative surgery [39].

Macroscopically, ccRCCs often are yellowish and small tumours often with an
apparent capsule. ccRCCs metastasize at an early stage, and metastases are often
present at diagnosis [40]. RCCs may metastasize to uncommon places as a finger [41],
the pituitary gland [42], and skeletal muscle [43]. Moreover, first metastasis may
manifest itself many years after apparent curative surgery as shown in a case report
where a brain metastasis developed 15 years after surgery [44]. Late metastasis has
been explained by early dissemination and tumour cell dormancy [45, 46]. Another
possibility may be that the cell of origin due to inherent qualities like low expression of
factors contributing to cell adhesion may cause metastasis spread at an early phase of
malignant development when the proliferation still is rather low. Such a phenomenon
may explain the so-called dormancy [47]. As we see it, the possibility that some cancer
cells go to sleep and awake after many years does not seem very plausible, although
until now it has been the prevailing theory [45]. Production of substances affecting
the vascular bed-like dilatation reducing blood flow rate as well as increasing the
vascular permeability could also be involved. We have previously described that the
enterochromaffin-like (ECL) cell in the oxyntic mucosa of the stomach lacks E-
cadherin [48] and also releases histamine which has profound effect on the vascula-
ture [49]. The ECL cell has a very slow proliferation, which made some conclude that
this cell did not have the ability to divide [50] which is not correct [51]. There may be
an apparent mismatch between the fact that tumours prone to early metastasis are
among those with tendency to occurrence of late metastasis many years after other
manifestations of malignancy. This is typically found in tumours developed from cells
with the capacity to metastasize at an early phase of the malignant process when the
proliferation is still slow. Neuroendocrine tumours (NETs) [52–55] and melanomas
[56, 57] developed from melanocytes which also are of neural crest origin [58] like the
ccRCCs (see later) are among the cancers where late metastasis occur [44]. The
dormancy accordingly most probably reflects tumours originating from cells with low
proliferation but the ability to metastasize after only minor genetic changes.

Another peculiarity with ccRCCs is the anecdotal spontaneous regression of
metastases after surgical removal of the primary tumour, a phenomenon perhaps
related to the abscopal phenomenon (regress of tumour metastases outside the area of
irradiation of other metastases) [59, 60].

5. Aetiology/pathogenesis

ccRCC is the dominating kidney cancer and is also the most aggressive form. The
incidence of ccRCC is nearly the double in men compared with women [4, 61]. An
explanation of this sex difference in occurrence is not known. Otherwise, cigarette
smoking, obesity, and hypertension have been all associated with a slight increased
risk of ccRCC [62], but the exact mechanisms have not been clarified. In Japan, heavy
smoking was found to increase the risk [63], but the mechanism for the slight carci-
nogenic effect on the kidneys have not been clarified. In inhalation studies on rats, we
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examined the effect of nicotine added to the air in concentrations giving nicotine in
blood exceeding that found in heavy smokers during greater part of 24 h for
24 months [64], or CO in a concentration giving about 15% carboxy-haemoglobin for
most of 24 h for 18 months [65]. Although none of these studies were primarily done
to explore possible mechanisms for tobacco smoking kidney carcinogenesis, the kid-
neys were examined macroscopically in both studies without finding any tumours.
Thus, the mechanism for the effect of tobacco smoking on renal carcinogenesis is still
unknown.

Obesity is an accepted and established role as a risk factor for ccRCC [62], but it is
also associated with other types of cancers in other organs [66]. There exists a so-
called obesity paradox between ccRCC and obesity, since obesity increases the occur-
rence and at the same time seems to improve the prognosis of the cancer [67].
Anyhow, a plausible mechanism for the carcinogenic effect of obesity is still not
found. Likewise, on the background of the important role by the kidneys in regulation
of blood pressure, it is not surprising that hypertension may be elevated in ccRCCs.
However, again the mechanism for such a connection is not yet elucidated, although a
role of the renin-angiotensin system has been examined.

On the other hand, a central role of the von Hippel–Lindau (VHL) tumour sup-
pressor in pathogenesis of ccRCC is well established causing virtually all familial
ccRCCs [68], but also the sporadic ones [69]. The average age at diagnosis of ccRCC as
part of VHL syndrome is 37 years compared with 61 years of the sporadic form
[40, 70]. Inactivation of VHL gene is only found in ccRCC of kidney cancers [40], and
loss of functioning of both alleles of VHL gene may be common to all ccRCCs [40, 71].
VHL gene product (pVHL) binds to elongins making a complex which binds to the
hypoxic-inducible factors, HIF-1 and HIF-2, which targets them to ubiquitin-
mediated proteolysis [72]. Pathological elongins can also be a factor contributing to
lack of proteolysis of HIFs. HIFs are released during hypoxia, and HIF-2 is being the
main stimulator of erythropoietin release [25]. Our experience is that it is a close
correlation between regulation of function and growth [73], which in this case will
indicate that HIF-2 will not only stimulate erythropoietin release but also proliferation
of EPC. Lack of proteolysis of HIFs will accordingly lead to chronic overstimulation of
proliferation explaining the carcinogenic effect.

6. Neural crest origin of erythropoietin-producing cell

Most ccRCCs express erythropoietin as well as neuron-specific enolase [2]. Based
on our study, it seems that both clinically (overproduction of EPO in a proportion of
the patients), the central and universal role of HIF in the carcinogenesis of familial as
well as sporadic ccRCCs and the universal and specific expression of EPO in most
ccRCCs, these tumours are of EPC origin. A case report from 1989 also describes EPC
expressing cell as the cell of origin of a ccRCC [74]. Moreover, clinically ccRCCs have
as outlined above, many similarities to neuroendocrine tumours in general. Further-
more, polycythaemia due to EPO production has been reported together with
somatostatinoma, paraganglioma, and phaeochromocytoma [75, 76]. We found not
only EPO but also NSE expression in virtually all ccRCCs, but both markers, were
mostly negative in the other types of renal cell carcinomas [2]. NSE has had a poor
reputation concerning specificity, but when we did a separate study on NSE specific-
ity comparing NSE with many other neuroendocrine markers and applying histo-
chemistry with the highest sensitivity available, we found that NSE was expressed in
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all tumours which expressed another neuroendocrine marker [77]. Thus, NSE has
unjustly been thought to be nonspecific due to its high sensitivity. Moreover, we
detected synaptophysin expression in 6% and CD56, both neuroendocrine markers, in
some ccRCCs [2]. It has to be underscored that during the process of malignant
transformation, expression of markers from the cell of origin is gradually lost.
Therefore, even expression in only a few percent of the tumour cells is of importance.

Interestingly, EPO production in neural and neural crest cells occurs in foetal life
[78, 79]. In fact, EPO has been reported to play a role in the brain development [80].
Neural crest-derived cells have typically multipotential properties and play probably
a very important role in carcinogenesis not only in the kidney but also for
melanomas [81].

7. Conclusion

Evidence suggests that ccRCC is derived from the EPC, which upon hypersti-
mulation by HIF not only increases its EPO production but also is stimulated to
proliferate. Genetic changes in VHL, either familial or sporadic, leading to loss of
proteolysis result in increased concentrations of HIF. The EPC expresses markers
compatible with neuroendocrine origin. A change in the nomenclature of ccRCC
should be considered.
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Chapter 4

The Three-Dimensional Virtual 
Surgical Simulation and Surgical 
Assistance for Optimizing Robotic 
Partial Nephrectomy
Shuji Isotani

Abstract

Robot-assisted partial nephrectomy (RAPN) has been accepted as the standard 
treatment recommended for relatively small renal mass or even the T2 renal carcinoma 
in experienced hospitals as Nephron Sparing Surgery. To obtain better RAPN surgical 
outcomes, the understanding of surgical anatomies such as the position of intra-
renal structure and the positional relationship of each structure should be detailed 
in a three-dimensional (3D) manner. The 3D virtual surgical simulation for partial 
nephrectomy based on the image segmentation method with high-resolution CT can 
provide the 3D anatomical details of the renal tumor focusing on their relationships 
with the arterial and venous branches as well as with the intrarenal portion of the 
urinary collecting system. This imaging application is also used as image guidance 
during the surgery, and it indicated that it provides the improvement of clinical out-
comes such as the duration of hospitalization, transfusion, and major postoperative 
complications as well as conversion to radical nephrectomy or open partial nephrec-
tomy. In this chapter, we describe the basics of the 3D imaging assistance methods for 
partial nephrectomy and the benefit of 3D virtual surgical simulation in optimizing 
the outcome of the RAPN.

Keywords: partial nephrectomy, robot-assisted partial nephrectomy, segmentation,  
3D surgical simulation, image-guided surgery

1. Introduction

The number of stage 1 renal cell carcinoma has shown a significant increase in this 
decade. This trend was been brought by the improved modality of the screening imag-
ing technology, such as ultrasound or CT imaging. The surgical treatment has been 
recognized as the standard surgical procedure for the treatment of early-stage renal 
cancer. Nephron sparing surgery (renal function-preserving surgery) has become 
the recommended treatment option for small-diameter renal tumors (small-diameter 
renal cancer) [1]. Comparing the oncological results after radical nephrectomy and 
partial nephrectomy, the outcomes of both surgical methods are equivalent; in addi-
tion, partial nephrectomy provides better preservation of renal function [2]. With 
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partial nephrectomy, it may be considered lower the risk of cardiovascular and meta-
bolic sequelae that would eventually turn into better overall survival for the patient 
comparing radical nephrectomy [3–5]. Therefore, at present, Nephron sparing surgery 
is positioned as the standard treatment for T1 small-diameter renal cancer. Partial 
nephrectomy is preferred for the following T1a tumors, and partial nephrectomy is 
recommended for T1b tumors between 4 and 7 cm, if possible [1, 6, 7]. Robot-assisted 
partial nephrectomy (RAPN), in particular, with the high-resolution 3D stereoscopic 
view and with multiple joints in robotic arms has been reported to have better treat-
ment results than open surgery and laparoscopic surgery, such as preservation of 
function and reduction of perioperative complications [8, 9]. Today, at high-volume 
centers, the indication for partial nephrectomy has been gradually expanding with the 
robot-assisted procedure for selectedT2 cases. With increased tumor size and stage, 
PN becomes more challenging surgery, it may result in a higher risk of perioperative 
complications such as severe blood loss, urinomas, and arteriovenous fistulas. These 
are known as “Risk benefit trade-offs between partial and radical nephrectomy”, so 
it was recommended that PN indication for large tumor should be considered more 
selective, and specific for patient and tumor factors [7, 10].

Figure 1. 
The comparison of two-dimensional (2D) images of CT with axial (a), coronal (b), and sagittal (c) images and 
3D CT volume rendering image (d).
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Partial nephrectomy is a procedure that cuts into the blood-rich renal paren-
chyma, requiring complete excision of the tumor and precise repair of damaged renal 
structures. It was demonstrated that the degree of difficulty varies depending on the 
patient factors such as comorbidities or anatomical factors, and operators skillset and 
the learning curve is relatively long comparing other urological operations [9–12]. 
Due to the complexity of surgical procedure, it is considered that presurgical evalua-
tion and surgical planning are quite important for each case. Surgeons should under-
stand the surgical anatomy of the target kidney and tumor, especially, the position of 
renal structure, and the positional relationship of each structure should be known in 
order to optimize the surgical technique and achieve better surgical outcomes [10]. 
For a detailed understanding of the relationship of the hilum to the anatomy, it has 
previously been performed using two-dimensional (2D) image data (coronal, sagittal, 
and axial images) of computed tomography (CT) volume rendering for evaluation 
of these anatomical factors (Figure 1a–c) [13, 14]. Surgeons had to use their cogni-
tive abilities to simulate the anatomy of the kidney and tumor as three-dimensional 
information while referring to those 2D images. For experienced urologists, it was 
probably easy to recall 3D information from 2D images; however, it is unclear whether 
all urologists can accurately reproduce the detailed anatomy and its complexity. Since 
2012, there have been many reports to describe the befit of 3D CT volume rendering 
images for partial nephrectomy as the surgical support (Figures 1d and 2a) [13].

However, only by the 3D-CT volume rendering, it was difficult to extract the uri-
nary system or renal vein ant tumor at the same time, and it also enables to perform 
the volumetric analysis. To overcome the difficulties of 3D-CT volume rendering, 
one imaging technique called “segmentation” was developed as the image processing 
method (Figure 2b).

The segmentation process identifies the position information of each part of the 
organ and extracts one organ as a segment. Because the intrarenal anatomical structures 
of the kidney can be opaqued or removed as 3D models, interactive anatomical evalu-
ation can be performed. It becomes possible to visualize the physical structure [15]. 
Since 2015, the Department of Urology, Juntendo University, has been using segmented 

Figure 2. 
The comparison of 3D CT volume rendering image (a) and 3D segmented image (b). With 3D CT volume 
rendering image, it is difficult to distinguish renal organs at one glance. The 3D segmentation makes it easy 
to recognize the renal organs. This imaging process developed one step further to “image understanding” by 
recognizing organs as 3D images volume matrix.
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3D images based on preoperative CT images to understand the anatomical complex-
ity of renal tumors in RAPN and has been useful in preoperative planning [15, 16]. 
Furthermore, this imaging technology can also be used for surgical navigation during 
surgery and is extremely useful as an image reference during the actual surgery.

In this chapter, I will discuss the imaging technique for optimizing Robotic Partial 
Nephrectomy in surgical simulation and surgical assistance using 3D virtual surgical 
simulation.

2. Renal anatomical structures and 3D Segmentation

As mentioned earlier, at the partial nephrectomy, the surgeon cuts into the blood-
rich renal parenchyma and removes the tumor and repairs damaged renal structures 
without hemorrhage and urine leakage. During all these processes, the surgeon needs 
to understand the detailed anatomy of the vasculature (renal artery and renal vein), 
urinary system, renal cyst, tumor(s), and other structures within or surrounding the 
kidney (Figures 2b, 3 and 4).

In general, the renal artery is reaching from the main renal artery to the segmental 
artery, the interlobar artery, the arcuate artery, and the interlobular artery branch 
to the glomerulus. The anatomical distribution of renal arteries is divided into five 
segments including an apical, upper, middle, lower, and posterior segmental artery. 
Because each artery does not have adequate collateral circulation, the ligation of the 
segmental artery causes irreversible ischemia in that area of blood supplied by teach 
segmental filed [10, 13, 17].

This anatomical feature allows the surgeons to segmental resection only by seg-
mental ischemia at the partial nephrectomy. All segmental branches arise from the 
anterior segmental artery, except for the posterior segmental branch, which arises 
from the posterior segmental artery. However, there are some anatomical variations 
are known in the distribution of the renal arteries. In the variation, the lower renal 
segmental artery may arise from the main renal artery. Also, there may an accessory 
artery also known as multiple renal artery or duplicate renal artery that arises from the 

Figure 3. 
At the segmentation process, renal anatomical structures the anatomical structures (aorta, renal artery, IVC, 
renal vein, kidney, urinary system, tumor, and other structures within or surrounding the kidney) are extracted 
from a different phase CT data using image recognition algorithm.
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abdominal aorta directly and does not pass through the renal hilum [10]. The multiple 
renal arteries are regarded as the persistent embryonic lateral splanchnic arteries. The 
renal artery originally had multiple supply vessels from the aorta to the mesonephros 
during embryogenesis, but during the development process, two or more supply ves-
sels remained on one side. The frequency of these duplicated renal arteries is estimated 
at 15% [10]. These anatomical variations of renal arteries have a great impact on actual 
partial nephrectomy surgery. If the surgeons know the detailed information about 
the anatomical distribution of the renal artery and operation time can be shortened 
and become safer and more reliable. The segmental clamping technique is one of the 
promising procedures to reduce the renal ischemic damaged area to preserve renal 
function. For effective segmental arterial clamping, the surgeon needs to identify 
the renal target artery in a 3D manner to get the essential ischemia damage for the 
resection of the tumor. Gill et al. reported super-selective arterial clamping in 2012 
as the anatomical partial nephrectomy [18]. They used 3D segmentation to get the 
semitransparent tumor and renal arterial branches remain opaque. The 3D segmenta-
tion made it possible to see interrelationships of tumor vis-à-vis intrarenal segmental 
arterial branches, and such anatomical detail was necessary to operate on challenging 
tumors. The 3D segmentation is a medical image-aided tool that provides localization 
and assessment of organ size and shape. Kidney segmentation involves identifying 
the location information of each part of the kidney from high-definition CT, etc., and 
extracting one organ as a segment (Figure 3). The original computational 3D seg-
mentation tool in developed in Japan in 2012 for the liver extraction tool and has been 
applied to the kidney in 2014 by Komai et al. [19]. In the past few years, 3D segmenta-
tion analysis for renal surgery has been applied in many countries, and it has been 
reported in some literature [19–24]. Today, with the computational algorithm, it is 
relatively easy to extract blood vessels from arterial phase CT imaging data. The renal 
arteries below 2 mm diameter and renal vessels are able to 3D segmentation by image 
recognition algorithm using the computer automatically. Also, the renal parenchymal 
and cortical regions can be extracted by the computational calculation with imaging 
software automatic tracing the edge of each kidney from CT images. The various image 
recognition algorithms were reported by researchers [19–24]. In addition, not only the 
blood vessels but also the renal tumor, the ureter, or the renal pelvis can be extracted 
automatically by using image recognition algorithms from the urography phase.

Figure 4. 
3D structural images are combined together into one 3D image with registration technology. The extracted 
anatomical structures can change their transparency of the structural image for the easiest understanding, also 
organ volume such as tumor volume or renal volume can be calculated.
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By combining extraction of the liver, bone, and body wall, now the surgeon can 
virtually reproduce all organ imaging required for performing the renal surgery by 
himself (Figure 4). The 3D segmentation processing improved medical imaging 
one step further to “image understanding,” in other words “imaging diagnosis” by 
recognizing organs as 3D images volume matrix. By performing 3D segmentation 
processing, the 3D map of the kidney organs can be produced as the computational 
volume data. Since it is the computational volume data, it is possible to modify the 
visualization interactively and calculate the image volume easily. The anatomical 
structures can be seen by changing the transparency of the structural image, and each 
organ volume such as tumor volume or renal volume is calculated. In addition, image 
processing such as measuring and comparing the volume and cutting out the sur-
roundings at a certain distance is possible.

3. 3D-virtual surgical simulation and 3D-image guided surgery

The idea of simulating surgery using medical images has been examined for a long 
time; however, it has rapidly progressed and spread in this decade.

The reason for this progress is the improvement in computational power used for 
image processing and the development of 3D image-processing software. They have 
become more powerful and cheaper than before, and they have come to be offered 
as affordable medical equipment. The 3D-virtual surgical simulation consists of 
the following four steps [1]. The first step is acquiring CT DICOM data and import-
ing the imaging data to the image-processing software [2]. The second step is the 

Figure 5. 
In the surgical simulation, the surgeon can simulate the width of the resection margin size and resection method. 
Setting the cut surface with an optimal tumor margin with (a) resection margin; 1 mm, (b) resection margin; 
5 mm, (c) resection margin; 10 mm. The surgeon can predict the involvement of the urinary collecting system 
or vascular system on the cutting surface by surgical simulation. The simulated resection volume and residual 
parenchymal volume can be calculated by CT volumetry.
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segmentation of the renal structures (renal artery and renal vein, urinary system, 
renal cyst, tumor, and other structures within or surrounding the kidney) from a dif-
ferent phase of CT data, by imaging software (Figures 3 and 4) [3]. Then we perform 
3D-virtual surgical simulation using the imaging software. With the software, we can 
simulate the two different resection methods, the enucleation technique and wedge 
resection technique, with any surgical margin size setting (Figure 5, Video 1). In the 
enucleation setting, the surgeon can simulate the width of the resection margin size 
for virtual enucleation. At the wedge resection setting, the surgeon can perform the 
simulation with setting by both the cut angle and resection margin for virtual resec-
tion. We can predict the involvement of the urinary collecting system with surgical 
simulation. If the urinary collecting system appeared on the planned cut surface, it 
means that the urinary collecting system was involved in the resection field, and the 
surgeon needs to decide to cut the collecting system or gently peel away it from the 
tumor. The imaging software also can calculate each resection volume based on CT 
volumetry and residual parenchymal volume of the healthy kidney [4].

The final step is the assessment of the arterial supply area for selective clamp-
ing. It is the computational approximation of vascular territories based on Voronoi 
decomposition. With this computational 3D Voronoi decomposition, renal arterial 
territories were calculated according to each arterial branch as the central point of the 
blood-supplied segment (Figure 6, Video 2).

For the 3D-image guided surgery, we connect the imaging software to the da Vinci 
system through digital video interface (DVI) input ports (Figures 5 and 6). We can 
see the real-time 3D-image surgical simulation on the surgeon’s console of the da 
Vinci surgical system as the reference, using TilePro multi-input display. Initially, 
the surgeon’s console display of the da Vinci shows the endoscopic view. In the use of 
TilePro, the images of 3D-image surgical simulation simultaneously appeared just 

Figure 6. 
The vascular territory (light green area) belonging to the selected targeted artery (light green arrow) branch is 
shown in a color-coded 3D model. The patient had five right renal arteries and a 2.5 cm tumor on the lateral 
side of the mid-renal pole. Vascular image analysis was performed to identify to know which artery supplied 
the tumor. Vascular analysis revealed that the second renal artery (light green arrow) is the only target artery to 
supply the tumor and 3 mm resection margin, so in this case, surgery was performed with a selective clamping 
technique on the targeted second artery only (the light green point was target point). The operation was safely 
completed without the need for an additional vascular clamp or blood loss.
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below the standard endoscopic view (Figures 7–9), and the surgeon refers to their 
surgical plan to execute the same operation as they planned. The surgeon can identify 
the renal structures by manipulating the image in real-time 3D imaging; it allows the 

Figure 8. 
The 3D-virtual surgical simulation determined that the resection area of the tumor (blue area), tumor (pink 
area), and regional ischemic area (brown area) by the selective arterial clamping at the third branch of the left 
renal artery (yellow dot), which was located below the left renal vein.

Figure 7. 
The real-time 3D-virtual surgical simulation can be seen in the TilePro multi-input display on the surgeon’s 
console of daVinci surgical system through digital video interface (DVI) ports on the backside. The simulated 
surgical plan in 3D volume-reconstructed images with key anatomical structures became available. The surgeon 
can identify the anatomical structure with ultrasound to complete the planned surgery correctly.
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surgeon to find the key anatomical structures and cutting angle to adjust in the real 
operation field.

The Clinical benefit of the 3D-virtual surgical simulation and surgical assistance. 
Since 2014, there are some supportive publications reported about the 3D-virtual 
surgical simulation using this segmentation technology for RAPN from Japan. In 
2014, Komai et al. demonstrated the surgical planning and surgical simulation 
by 3D segmented images for open partial nephrectomy [19]. In addition, in 2015, 
Isotani et al. reported that the 3D-virtual surgical simulation was able to provide the 
identification of tumor-specific renal arterial supply, prediction of collecting system 

Figure 9. 
A surgeon’s console display with an endoscopic surgical view (top) and 3D-virtual surgical simulation (bottom) 
to identify the targeted vasculature after a renal hilum dissection. The top shows the actual surgical field, the 
renal arterial branches were already exposed at the second to third branch beyond the left renal vein. The bottom 
shows a real-time 3D-virtual surgical simulation image adjusted to the surgical field.
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opening, and prediction of postoperative renal function. They concluded that this 
imaging technique might suggest to the surgeons the best adjusted surgical margin 
size and arterial clamping point by virtual simulation [15]. Ueno et al. demonstrated 
that segmentation methods showed the prediction of urinary tract opening and the 
position of the opening as useful preoperative information [25]. Isotani et al. demon-
strated in the video report in 2017, they showed the 3D-virtual surgical simulation and 
surgical assistance allowed for preserving renal function by minimizing the excision 
margin and limiting the ischemic area [16]. In 2016, Bernhard et al. reported their 
clinical experience with the 3D printing kidney models made from 3D-virtual surgical 
simulation with segmentation technology [26]. They demonstrated that this imaging 
technology also facilitate patients’ pre-surgical understanding of their kidney tumor 
and surgery. As for the surgical outcomes, from Italy, there are some reports using 
the same segmentation technology. In 2018, Porpigli et al. showed that the 3D-virtual 
surgical simulation of the kidney with segmentation seems to promote selective isch-
emia to help in avoiding the global ischemia of the kidney compared to 2D CT [27]. 
In his report, he noted that in 90% of patients with 3D-virtual surgical simulation, 
the intraoperative management of the renal pedicle was performed as preoperatively 
planning, even though, in 39% of the group without 3D simulations group, the renal 
arterial pedicle management was intraoperatively changed [27].

In 2019, Porpigli et al. also showed that 3D-virtual surgical simulations were more 
precise than 2D standard imaging for evaluating the surgical complexity for partial 
nephrectomy. They showed a better perception of tumor depth and its relationships 
with intrarenal structures by 3D-virtual surgical simulation and resulted in predict-
ing postoperative complications [28]. Additional supportive papers were reported 
by Bianchi et al. and Schiavina et al. in 2020 [22, 23]. However, even with the high-
fidelity 3D simulation imaging, there was an absence of support for this imaging 
technology, which had a significant shortening effect on the total operation time or 
WIT (warm ischemic time) until 2021. Kobayashi et al. demonstrated in 2020 that 
the 3D surgical navigation system using the 3D-virtual surgical simulation showed 
preserving of renal parenchyma in robot-assisted partial nephrectomy, and it might 
contribute to improvement in postoperative renal function [29].

In 2021, Michiels et al. reported the significant benefit of 3D-virtual surgical simu-
lation with segmentation in decreased warm ischemia time and reduced serious com-
plications with the increased proportion of selective clamping. However, at the same 
time, they showed that the total operation time had been longer than without the 3D 
surgical simulation [20]. The longer operation time was due to the requirement of 
dissection of segmental arterial branches with risk of vascular injury. They concluded 
that the 3D-virtual surgical simulation and intraoperative guidance, the periopera-
tive medical and surgical management may account for better clinical perioperative 
outcomes. These published articles supported that 3D-virtual surgical simulation may 
play an important role to refine patient counseling, surgical decision-making, and 
pre-and intraoperative planning for RAPN, and it helps to achieve precision surgical 
strategies and techniques according to the individual patient’s anatomy.

4. Future development and options

Many articles suggested that by using 3D-virtual surgical simulation, the surgeon 
could have some benefit for Robotic partial nephrectomy. These surgical techniques, 
which combined with 3D-virtual surgical simulation and intra-op surgical navigation, 
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may allow “Precision Surgery” to preserve renal function by minimizing the excision 
margin and limiting the ischemic area [16].

The future additional developments with 3D-virtual surgical simulation are the 
augmented reality (AR) in different surgical interventions [23] or registration of 
the 3D-virtual surgical simulation such as touch-based registration [19]. Even these 
some challenging articles have been reported, the accurate registration methods still 
have several problems or limitations to clinical usage [19]. No group has achieved that 
fully automated registration with noninvasive way during the current surgical RAPN 
workflow with quantitatively accessed registration accuracy. The future additional 
developments with 3D-virtual surgical Also, further areas may contain the automated 
segmentation method of the renal organs and incorporation of topological organ 
changes or tissue deformation by the human body status. Because it is known that the 
kidney has been moving up 10 mm cephalad and 11 mm medially in the flank posi-
tion, and the respiratory motion makes the shifting the kidney in left-right, anterior-
posterior, and cephalad-caudad directions.

These limitations suggested that ideally real-time registration methods to enhance 
the accuracy are required with endoscope data, updated with intraoperative ultra-
sound or touch-based registration [19].

5. Conclusion

Imaging surgery simulation in partial nephrectomy is useful for evaluating the 
difficulty of surgical procedures and for navigation during surgery planning and 
surgery, especially those using segmentation imaging technology. It is expected that 
such image processing technology will become more convenient and practical. In 
addition, image processing technology is expected to be incorporated and integrated 
into robot functions.

Additional video materials

Additional video materials referred to in this chapter can be downloaded at: 
https://bit.ly/3EDIo7Q.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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Abstract

Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is one of the most common types of cancer in the 
urogenital system. For localized renal cell carcinoma, nephron-sparing surgery (NSS) 
is becoming the optimal choice because of its advantage in preserving renal func-
tion. Traditionally, partial nephrectomy is performed with renal pedicle clamping to 
decrease blood loss. Furthermore, both renal pedicle clamping and the subsequent 
warm renal ischemia time affect renal function and increase the risk of postopera-
tive renal failure. More recently, there has also been increasing interest in creating 
surgical methods to meet the requirements of nephron preservation and shorten the 
renal warm ischemia time including assisted or unassisted zero-ischemia surgery. 
As artificial intelligence increasingly integrates with surgery, the three-dimensional 
visualization technology of renal vasculature is applied in the NSS to guide surgeons. 
In addition, the renal carcinoma complexity scoring system is also constantly updated 
to guide clinicians in the selection of appropriate treatments for patients individually. 
In this article, we provide an overview of recent advances and new perspectives in 
NSS.

Keywords: renal cell carcinoma, zero ischemia, partial nephrectomy, tumor 
enucleation, renal carcinoma complexity scoring system

1. Introduction

With the development of screening techniques, increasing numbers of renal 
tumors are being diagnosed at an early stage without clinical symptoms [1]. Surgical 
resection remains the cornerstone of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) treatment [2]. 
Recent studies have shown that renal sparing techniques, such as partial nephrectomy 
(PN), achieve a comparable tumor prognosis and significantly improve periopera-
tive morbidity and mortality. And guidelines from multiple urological associations 
recommend PN as the standard of care for early renal cell carcinoma [3, 4]. With the 
development of laparoscopic nephron-sparing surgery (NSS), urological surgeons 
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strive to shorten the renal warm ischemia time (WIT) and preserve more renal paren-
chyma while removing tumor tissue. In order to preserve more renal parenchyma, 
laparoscopic renal tumor enucleation and renorrhaphy technique including deepsu-
tures running the base of the defect, precise vesselsuture ligation, and no renorrhaphy 
at all have been developed [4]. In order to shorten the renal warm ischemia time, 
there are some surgical methods, such as microwave ablation/radio frequency abla-
tion/laser/hydro-jet-assisted zero-ischemia laparoscopic partial nephrectomy (LPN), 
selective renal artery occlusion/embolization-assisted zero-ischemia laparoscopic 
partial nephrectomy, unassisted zero-ischemia laparoscopic partial nephrectomy and 
zero-ischemia laparoscopic renal tumor enucleation, and zero-ischemia laparoscopic 
partial nephrectomy by re-suturing [5]. Preoperative three-dimensional visualization 
technology of renal vasculature is increasingly used to implement multiple zero-
ischemic approaches in laparoscopic nephron-sparing surgery [6].

The Mayo Clinic thrombus classification is widely used to describe levels of infe-
rior vena cava tumor thrombus and is significant to guide the operation for renal cell 
carcinoma with venous thrombus in the open era [7]. But in the minimally invasive 
surgery era, Prof. Zhang et al. summarized a large number of surgical experiences of 
renal cell carcinoma with venous thrombus and put forward the “301 classification” 
system [8]. The system based on anatomical landmarks in which one grade corre-
sponds to one surgical strategy improves surgical choice in the treatment of renal cell 
carcinoma with venous thrombus.

In this article, we summarize the various new surgical methods for renal cell 
carcinoma and describe the advantages and disadvantages of each of these methods. 
Moreover, we provide an overview of the latest research on RCC surgery and new scoring 
system which would help physicians to better personalize surgical treatment for patients.

2. Introduction of assisted zero-ischemia surgery

With increasing evidence indicates warm ischemia time (WIT) can have signifi-
cant impact to minimize the loss of renal function after partial nephrectomy (PN), 
scientists are committed to reducing warm ischemia time, even achieving zero-
ischemia surgery. Techniques trying to achieve zero ischemia are as follows.

2.1 Selective renal artery embolization technique

2.1.1 Methods

DSA superselective target artery embolization was performed in the interventional 
operating room 1 to 12 hours before surgery. Seldinger puncture method was used 
to insert F5 arterial catheter through the right femoral artery, and Yashiro catheter 
was used to perform renal artery angiography, superselected to the renal tumor 
supply artery, injected embolic agent, and then angiography was performed again to 
understand the embolization effect. Then laparoscopic partial nephrectomy with zero 
ischemia was performed [9].

2.1.2 Results

At 3-month and 1-year follow-up, the median increase of serum creatinine levels 
was 0.3 mg/dL and 0.24 mg/dL, respectively, and the median decrease of split renal 
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function was 9% and 5%, respectively. The median tumor size was 4.2 cm (range, 
2.5 to 6.5 cm). The median operative time was 62 minutes (35–220 minutes), the 
median blood loss was 150 ml (20–800 ml), and the median hospital stay was 3 days 
(2–12 days). None of the patients had end-stage CKD [10].

2.1.3 Complications

Complications are urinary tract infection, pulmonary infection, postoperative 
incision infection, postoperative intestinal obstruction, pelvic effusion and lower 
extremity venous thrombosis, as well as complications after superselective arterial 
embolization (low back pain, fever, infection, local hematoma), etc.

2.1.4 Advantages and limitations

With this technique, bleeding can be effectively stopped during surgery and the 
survival of the remnant kidney tissue can be maximized. The disadvantages of this 
technique are as follows. Firstly, superselective artery embolization is not success-
ful in about 20% of cases, which is negatively correlated with the RENAL score. 
Especially in the face of large and endogenous tumors, the use of DSA to superselec-
tively embolize the tumor to supply the artery needs more theoretical support [10]. 
Secondly, superselective arterial embolization can lead to edema and gangrene in the 
area of hand surgery, which brings difficulty to correctly distinguish normal tissue 
from tumor tissue. It is necessary to be vigilant all the time; otherwise, the tumor is 
easy to rupture and the positive rate of surgical margin will increase. For beginners, 
adequate surgical margin should be ensured from the tumor body. Thirdly, the use 
of iodine contrast and hemostatic agents could lead to contrast medium-induced 
nephropathy [11].

2.2 Selective renal artery occlusion technique

2.2.1 Methods

Nohara T and colleagues first introduced the concept of this technique in 2008 as 
a modified form of anatrophic partial nephrectomy [12]. First, the feeding branch 
of the tumor was determined by angiographic assessment or computed tomography 
angiography (CTA). During the operation, secondary or even tertiary renal arteries 
were isolated and vascular clips were used to control the renal segment arteries in 
the tumor area, and the renal segment arteries were isolated and blocked. The tumor 
and surrounding renal parenchyma were completely resected 0.5 to 1.0 cm from the 
tumor margin.

2.2.2 Results

Compared with total renal artery occlusion partial nephrectomy, the operation 
time and warm ischemia time were longer, and the intraoperative blood loss was 
more, and the differences were statistically significant (P < 0.05). One month 
after operation, the serum creatinine and urea nitrogen of the group undergoing 
superselective renal artery occlusion were lower than those of the group undergo-
ing total renal artery occlusion, and the differences were statistically significant 
(P < 0.05) [11].
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2.2.3 Complications

The injury of renal vein, renal pelvis, and ureter is a common complication when 
the renal artery is separated. As for postoperative complications, hematuria is usually 
caused by inadequate suture of renal pelvis and calyces during operation.

2.2.4 Advantages and limitations

It can not only provide a bloodless surgical field of view but also minimize the 
risk of ischemic injury and effectively protect renal function. Since only the branch 
of renal artery in the tumor area is blocked, the requirement of blocking time will 
be relaxed, which can allow more time for tumor resection and suture. However, 
compared with the main renal artery occlusion, the operation time is longer, the 
wound caused by vascular separation is larger, and the intraoperative bleeding is 
more [13].

2.3 Laser-assisted technique

2.3.1 Methods

The frontal laser fiber was used for vaporesection between 20 W and 25 W in 
all cases. The laser has the ability to coagulate and vaporize or cut, depending on 
the distance of the tip of the fiber from the tissue being resected (5 mm or 1–2 mm, 
respectively). After complete resection, the tumor was extracted through an endo-
scopic specimen bag via the 12- to 15-mm laparoscopic port [14].

2.3.2 Results

It is a good way to achieve minimally invasive surgery, helps to reduce  
bleeding in the case of complete tumor removal, and reduces the rate of positive 
margins [14].

2.3.3 Advantages and limitations

Carbon dioxide (CO2) laser was the first laser used in clinical practice for 
partial nephrectomy. However, when neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet 
(Nd:YAG) laser operated at 1064 nm (a 532-nm version exist for lithotripsy), it 
has a deeper length of tissue penetration (up to 1 cm) than CO2 laser. Nd:YAG 
laser revealed promising results with excellent cutting and coagulation properties, 
but the deeper tissue penetration increased the risk of damage to healthy kidney 
tissue [11]. The newer thulium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Th:YAG) laser was first 
introduced into clinical practice in 2005. It has a wavelength of 2013 nm in con-
tinuous wave mode and could offer complete absorption of laser energy in water, 
providing superior vaporization and hemostatic properties than those of other 
lasers, which means the laser allows both excellent coagulation and vaporization/
cutting capabilities [15].

However, laser coagulation and vaporization create a problematic smoke plume 
that can obscure direct operative vision during resection, as well as the laser does 
not have the ability to seal larger arterial vessels greater than 2.0 mm. Therefore, the 
potential for bleeding increases with deeper endophytic tumors [16].
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2.3.4 Complications

Severe carbonization sometimes will be produced because of difficulty in  
control [16].

2.3.5 Advance

An ideal laser setup should provide accurate and adequate tissue cutting and 
ablation without causing carbonization, splattering, or excessive smoke. In that 
case, the operator could avoid the necessity for irrigation and vision would be 
improved during resection. In addition, in such an ideal setup, hemostasis should 
be completed safely even in larger blood vessels without suture or additional 
hemostatic agents. Finally, the ideal laser for the operator should be fast and easy 
to use [16].

2.4 Radio frequency ablation (RFA)-assisted technique

2.4.1 Methods

After opening the renal fascia, the renal artery was identified and suspended. Fat 
was removed from the tumor and surrounding tissue. The tumor location was deter-
mined by direct vision and laparoscopic ultrasonography. Before RFA, all tumors were 
biopsied using a 22-gauge TruCore®. To avoid additional puncture, the electrode was 
introduced through the abdominal wall or a laparoscopic trocar. Intraoperative ultra-
sonography was used to guide electrode insertion and monitor ablation, which could 
ensure thermal energy cover the tumor base. RFA was performed for 1 to 3 cycles for 
6 to 12 minutes each depending on tumor size and depth [17].

2.4.2 Indications

The median tumor size was 3.2 cm (2.8–3.9), and the majority (73.1%, n = 133) 
were exophytic in more than 50% of cases [17].

2.4.3 Results

Xiaozhi Zhao reported that the glomerular filtration rate did not differ before 
versus 12 months after radio frequency ablation-assisted surgery, and 3-year cancer 
specific, cumulative, and progression-free survival was 100%, 97.3% and 96.4%, 
respectively [17].

2.4.4 Advantages

As the mass with a rim of normal parenchyma is coagulated with RF energy, 
minimal blood loss and good visualization were achieved during tumor excision. It 
can also prevent or delay the decline of renal function to the maximum extent [18].

2.4.5 Limitations/complications

When comes to disadvantages, the first is an increased risk of positive surgi-
cal margins due to the difficulty in identifying the tumor margin. For another, the 
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placement of electrodes and the thermal penetration could be complicated by calyceal 
injury, urinary leakage, and venous injuries. In contrast, the incidence of urinary 
leakage seems to be higher than that of traditional nephron-sparing surgery (NSS) or 
tumor enucleation (TE) [18, 19].

2.5 Microwave ablation (MWA)-assisted technique

2.5.1 Methods

After the tumor was localized and dissected, 1 to 3 cycles of MWA were performed 
lasting 2 to 8 min depending on the tumor size and depth. Zero-ischemia NSS can be 
achieved using the MWA-TE technique by placement of the MWA electrode to create 
a relatively avascular plane [5, 20].

2.5.2 Indications and contraindications

For the patients with a single, sporadic, unilateral, organ-confirmed and patho-
logically diagnosed renal cell carcinoma were included in the study of microwave 
ablation-assisted technology [14]. And the patients with multiple tumors on ipsilat-
eral kidney, collecting system or renal vein invasion, previous renal surgery history 
of the operative kidney, or with other renal diseases (such as renal calculi, glomerular 
nephritis, etc.) are not suitable [5].

2.5.3 Results

In a 3-year follow-up of 100 patients who underwent laparoscopic partial 
nephrectomy (LPN), Moinzadeh et al. reported overall survival (OS) of 86%, 
cancer-specific survival of 100% and recurrence-free survival (RFS) of 100%. 
A recent study of microwave ablation-assisted tumor enucleation for renal cell 
carcinoma shows no significant difference between preoperative, postoperative, 
and latest eGFR [21]. And the OS of 3- and 5-year was 99.6% and 98.4%, respec-
tively, and RFS was 98.2% and 95.8%, respectively. Microwave ablation-assisted 
zero-ischemia laparoscopic technology is considered to be a viable and effective 
nephron-sparing surgical technique for selected renal tumors, with a low periop-
erative complication rate and promising mid-to-long-term oncological and func-
tional outcomes [5].

2.5.4 Advantages

MWA causes coagulated cell necrosis by inducing friction of water molecules. 
Compared to RFA, MWA is more effective for the ablation of larger tumors due to 
its heat generation mechanism. In clinical practice, we found that MWA has the 
advantages of higher intratumoral temperature and higher tissue ablation volume in a 
shorter ablation cycle than RFA [5, 20–22].

2.5.5 Limitations/complications

It carries the risk of affecting the diagnostic accuracy of the cut edge [5].
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2.6 Hydro-jet-assisted technique

2.6.1 Methods

Hydro-jet-assisted minimally invasive partial nephrectomy (MIPN) is performed 
by blunt dissection and dissection of the renal parenchyma using extremely thin, 
high-pressure water flow. The spread of tumor cells may be caused when hydro-jet 
dissection is performed for malignant diseases.

2.6.2 Results

Gao and colleagues performed hydro-jet-assisted minimally invasive partial 
nephrectomy.The average operation time was (103.2 ± 24.5)min, the average intraop-
erative blood loss was (250.3 ± 80.6) ml, the average perirenal drainage tube indura-
tion was (6.3 ± 2.6) days, and the average postoperative hospital stay was (8.3 ± 1.6) 
days [23].

2.6.3 Complications

The spread of tumor cells may be caused when hydro-jet dissection is performed 
for malignant diseases [24].

2.6.4 Advantages and limitations

Water jet uses the kinetic energy of water to separate the human tissue, without 
any thermal damage, and will not cause damage to the important organs and sur-
rounding tissues [25]. Water jet, with high tissue selectivity and protection, can 
achieve the purpose of accurate protection of blood vessels, nerves, and canals and 
reduce the possibility of accidental injury [23].

However, compared with other methods, the cutting speed of water jet is relatively 
low. Meanwhile, in the process of cutting with water knife, a large amount of water 
waste liquid will be produced, which may affect the observation of surgical field and 
the judgment of cutting surface [11].

3. Introduction of unassisted zero-ischemia surgery

3.1 Unassisted zero-ischemia partial nephrectomy

3.1.1 Methods

To obtain a bloodless field and, consequently, to perform precise tumor exci-
sion and renal reconstruction, contemporary partial nephrectomy (PN) techniques 
typically need hilar clamping, which necessarily imposes ischemic and reperfusion 
injuries upon the kidney [26]. The unassisted zero-ischemia PN technique aims to 
reduce or even eliminate these injuries and preserves renal function [27].

In 2011, Gill et al. introduced “Zero-Ischemia” partial nephrectomy as a new 
technique to perform minimally invasive partial nephrectomy (MIPN) with selective 
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renal artery clamping. Firstly, to precisely guide the clamping of tumor-supplying 
branches, the feeding branch for the tumor is identified by angiographic evaluation 
or computed tomography angiography (CTA). Then followed is the microdissection 
of renal arterial branches. The hilar vessels should be preemptively prepared before 
the meticulous microdissection and clip ligation of the tertiary or quaternary renal 
arterial branch which dedicatedly supplies the tumor or the tumor-bearing segment 
of the kidney [26]. Related clinical studies have been carried out and suggested that 
selective renal artery clamping can achieve no inferior or even better effect than hilar 
clamping [28, 29].

Though the selective clamping technique reduces the ischemic renal injury, the 
ischemic area of selective renal artery clamping is still larger than the tumor area. 
In addition, it is necessary to dissect tertiary or quaternary renal arteries, prolong 
the operation time, and increase the stimulation of renal arteries. PN without 
clamping any artery called off-clamping technique aims to optimize this short-
coming. The operation is similar to on-clamping PN. The renal artery needs to be 
dissected and marked, but will not be clamped. Renal tumor and part of the kidney 
are dissected. Then the tumor is resected 0.5-1 cm away from the tumor edge 
without blocking the renal artery. The renal parenchyma is sutured continuously 
with inverted thorn thread, or bipolar electrocoagulation is given to stop bleeding 
and cover the hemostatic material. Drainage tube is indwelled after examination of 
no active bleeding [30].

3.1.2 Indications and contraindications

The indication for the application of zero-ischemia PN is not clear. Based on the 
indications and contraindications of on-clamping PN, the location, number, growth 
pattern (endogenous/exogenous), and intrarenal size of the tumor are the main fac-
tors to consider in operating this technique.

Zero-ischemia PN appears suited for medially located, whether in hilar, central, or 
polar sites. The medially located tumor or its bearing segment of the kidney is typi-
cally supplied by a dedicated secondary, tertiary, or quaternary branch [26]. However, 
tumors with dense or adherent perirenal fat or short segmental arteries may not be 
suggested to perform selective arterial clamping [31].

The application of off-clamping remains controversial. Whether under laparo-
scopic or robotic assist, unacceptable bleeding caused by off-clamping will lead to 
unclear visual field and difficult to complete high-precision surgery. Thus, off-clamp-
ing is limited to the tumors with favorably anatomical features (i.e. small, superficial, 
exophytic) and technically relatively easy [26].

3.1.3 Results and complications

The ideal goal of PN is to achieve Trifecta, that is, complete resection of the tumor 
ensures negative surgical margin, maximum preservation of normal nephron func-
tion, and avoidance of short-term and long-term complications. The negative surgical 
margin is the most important one [32].

In the study reported by GILL, SHAO, and NG, all patients who performed 
zero-ischemia PN achieve negative surgical margins [26, 28, 33]. In the study reported 
by SMITH and THOMPSON, the positive rate of tumor surgical margin is not sig-
nificantly different between zero-ischemia PN and on-clamping PN [34, 35]. The 
study from WSZOLEK et al. tends to highly selective renal artery clamping can reduce 
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the positive rate of the surgical margin, but the local recurrence rate and the 5-year 
survival rate in postoperative follow-up are similar [36].

Complications of zero-ischemia PN are similar to those of on-clamping PN due to 
the similar operation method. The study from WSZOLEK and THOMPSON revealed 
that on-clamping PN has a higher urine leakage rate and hemorrhage rate than zero-
ischemia PN, but the results have no significant statistical significance [35, 36].

3.1.4 Advantages and limitations

That zero-ischemia PN is suited for anatomically favorable tumors results in 
on-clamping PN having a wider scope of application than zero-ischemia PN. During 
zero-ischemia PN, the increase in blood loss leads to unclear visual field and more 
difficult operation. The dissection of the tertiary or quaternary renal arterial branch 
prolongs the operation time.

But the ischemia time and area are reduced. It helps preserve more renal paren-
chyma and protects renal function. What’s more, for patients with cardiovascular 
complications, potential renal dysfunction, or old age, ischemia may lead to greater 
injury, so zero-ischemia technology has a comparative advantage [26].

3.2 Unassisted zero-ischemia tumor enucleation

3.2.1 Methods

For zero-ischemia tumor enucleation (TE), retroperitoneal fashion is typically 
accepted. The location of the tumor is determined according to the preoperative 
imaging data. The main renal artery needs to be isolated routinely. The resection 
initiated approximately 2 mm away from the tumor margin. After identifying 
the pseudocapsule, the surgeon took the pseudocapsule as an anatomic marker to 
enucleate the tumor from the surface to the bottom using blunt together with sharp 
dissection [37].

3.2.2 Indications and contraindications

Similar to PN, TE is mainly suitable for patients with lateral exophytic tumors 
with early stage, especially T1 renal cell carcinoma, and requires that the tumor 
has a pseudocapsule that has not been breached. Thus, for the endogenous tumor, 
the large intrarenal tumor, and the tumor have breached the pseudocapsule, zero-
ischemia tumor enucleation is not a suitable operation. In addition, the zero-ischemia 
technique should not be applied to patients with severe bleeding tendency or severe 
anemia. For T2 renal cell carcinoma, whether using this technique should base on the 
anatomical features and techniques of surgeons.

3.2.3 Results and complications

The curative effect of simple enucleation (SE) of renal tumors provides a reference 
for zero-ischemia tumor enucleation. For localized renal cell carcinoma, there is no 
significant difference in the positive rate of surgical margin, local recurrence rate, and 
survival rate between SE and PN [2]. Minervini reported a case of 127 patients who 
performed robot-assisted SE with a median follow-up of 61 months. There was no 
recurrence in situ [38]. The 10-year tumor-specific survival rate of SE was 97% [39].
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Complications of zero-ischemia enucleation include postoperative bleeding, 
urinary fistula, short-term and long-term decline of renal function caused by reduced 
renal parenchyma, and postoperative infection.

3.2.4 Advantages and limitations

Compared with PN, TE preserves more renal parenchyma to ensure better renal 
function but has a smaller scope of application due to the oncological and anatomical 
requirements [37].

Compared with off-clamping TE, the incidence of CKD of zero-ischemia TE is 
lower [40], and the reduction rate of postoperative GFR is lower [28]. The indexes 
such as creatinine in the zero-ischemia TE are also better than those in off-clamping 
TE [18]. But the intraoperative blood loss was higher.

3.3 Sequential preplaced suture Renorrhaphy technique

3.3.1 Methods

The method of this surgery was firstly described in 2013 by Emad et al. [41]. It 
is roughly the same as minimally partial nephrectomy in the process before tumor 
resection. Notably, sequential preplaced suture renorrhaphy technique is to excise 
the renal tumor between the tumor edge and the suture replaced through the tissue 
adjacent to the tumor and modifying placement of the suture real time until the mass 
is completely excised.

3.3.2 Indications and contraindications

Similar to other zero-ischemia minimally invasive partial nephrectomy surgeries, 
sequential preplaced suture renorrhaphy technique is mostly applicable to patients 
who require eliminating warm ischemia urgently, such as those with solitary kidneys 
or multiple tumors. As for the size and location of the tumor, it is practical for treat-
ing RCCs with small tumor sizes, especially whose diameter is smaller than 3 cm and 
which are exophytic and peripheral renal tumors. In other words, this technique is 
limited for treating hilar located tumors.

3.3.3 Results and complications

The results of this surgery were not worse than other MIPNs. There did not exsit a 
statistically significant difference between preoperative and 12-month postoperative 
creatinine and eGFR values [42]. As shown in a previous study [41], median esti-
mated blood loss (EBL) was 192.5 mL while median operative time was 160 minutes, 
which were similar to other zero-ischemia surgeries. What is more, according to the 
postoperative pathology findings in multiple investigations, almost all of the tumors 
treated with it had negative surgical margins and were completely eliminated. After 
the surgery, postoperative ileus, blood transfusion, and deep vein thrombosis were 
the main postoperative problems. Another study found the average operating dura-
tion was 75 minutes and a 60-ml average blood loss [43]. All 14 cases had negative 
surgical margins, and there was no postoperative bleeding or urine leakage after 
surgery. There were no signs of recurrence on a follow-up CT conducted 1–6 months 
after surgery. However, results of this surgery still need long-term follow-up.
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3.3.4 Advantages and limitations

Compared with other surgeries which need warm ischemia, it avoids renal 
ischemia reperfusion injury and preserves more renal function. Compared to other 
straightforward excision without hilar clamping, it improves visibility as a result 
of less bleeding and helps to excise less normal parenchyma and thereby minimize 
nephron loss. Moreover, suture placement can be more precisely adjusted in real time, 
which increases resection precision and lessens the likelihood of a positive margin.

The limited application of this method is to treat tumors with hilar locations. 
Besides, prepositioning the suture will compress and deform the tumor bed, making 
tumor removal challenging or erroneous. We still need more sample sizes and longer 
time to follow-up to verify its effectiveness and oncologic safety during the process of 
implementation [11].

4.  Application of the three-dimensional visualization technology of renal 
vasculature

The arterial blood supply of renal cell carcinoma is diversified. Generally speak-
ing, the main renal artery is the main blood supply artery for renal tumors. However, 
extrarenal blood supply arteries often participate in tumor angiogenesis, playing a 
very important role in tumor blood supply [44, 45]. Borojeni found that about 26 
patients had multiple renal segmental arterial blood supply through renal arteriogra-
phy of 60 patients with stage T1 renal carcinoma [46].

In recent years, with the development of minimally invasive technology and the 
implementation of the concept of “zero ischemia,” laparoscopic partial nephrectomy 
more often uses selective renal artery clamping. High-selective clamping of the 
segmental artery which irrigated the tumor can not only obtain good effect of block-
ing tumor blood supply but also effectively reduce the renal warm ischemia time of 
patients and reduce the risk of surgery. Francesco Porpigilia et al. studied 52 cases 
of robot-assisted partial nephrectomy and showed that compared with the control 
group, the preoperative hyperaccuracy three-dimensional (HA3D) reconstruction 
technology can accurately display the course and surrounding structures of renal 
tumor-related renal segment branches, thus improving the success rate of clamping 
renal tumor-related renal artery branches during operation [6].

As an imaging tool of digital medical technology, three-dimensional visualization 
uses computer image processing technology to process CT or MRI image data through 
the workstation, import the data into the three-dimensional visualization imaging 
software system for segmentation, fusion, calculation, rendering and other opera-
tions, and build a three-dimensional model. The model can describe and explain the 
precise location, spatial anatomy, shape and volume of target lesions, related organs 
and vascular systems from multiple angles and in an all-round way and can provide 
clinicians with intuitive visual experience and full quantitative information. It is of 
high value for accurate preoperative diagnosis, planning of individualized surgical 
programs, and prediction of surgical risks. Further studies have shown that three-
dimensional visualization can clearly display the number, size, branching pattern, 
shape, and positional relationship with renal tumors of the aberrant renal arteries, 
thereby helping the surgeon to determine the anatomical shape of renal blood vessels 
and the location of ectopic blood vessels before surgery and provide accurate guid-
ance intraoperative operation [47].
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5. Advances in renal carcinoma complexity scoring systems

Currently available nephrometry scores can arbitrarily be grouped into those 
based on a visual anatomical assessment of a renal mass and those based on a math-
ematical assessment.

Most of the scores are included in this group because they are based on an immedi-
ate visual evaluation. The RENAL and PADUA scores assess the location of the tumor, 
its percentage of penetration into the kidney, and its relationship with the renal sinus 
or urinary collecting system [48]. The Diameter-Axial-Polar (DAP) score determines 
the size of kidney mass and distance from two reference lines: axial and polar lines 
[49]. The Zonal Nearness-Physical-Radius Organization (NePhRO) score provides 
five parameters that mirror RENAL and PADUA scores. The difference is that it 
divides the kidney into three zones (zone 1: kidney parenchyma; zone 2: medullary 
and sinus; and zone 3: collecting system and hilum) and employs another dimen-
sional scale to determine renal mass dimension [50]. Otherwise, the Renal Pelvic 
Score (RPS) deviates from the previously mentioned scores. Indeed, it evaluates the 
presence of an intrarenal or extrarenal pelvis referring to a sagittal line which passes 
through the kidney hilum [51]. The Surgical Approach Renal Ranking (SARR), a dif-
ferent score, has the same characteristics as the RENAL, PADUA, and Zonal NePhRO 
scores but offers a scoring system range from 0 to 4, rendering it possible to achieve 
a more precise stratification of renal masses [52]. The majority of scores take the 
tumor’s longitudinal position into account; however, the Zhongshan score also takes 
into account the transversal tumor, which includes its lateral, central, and medial 
locations [53]. Recently, developments in the Simplified PAdua REnal (SPARE) 
nephrometry system has combined the key elements of both the nephrometry scores 
to create a maximum tumor size, exophytic rate, renal sinus involvement, and tumor 
rim location-based score [54]. The Arterial-Based Complexity (ABC) scoring system 
takes the order of vessels needed to be transected/dissected into account. The four 
scores (1, 2, 3S, and 3 H) evaluated are related to the neoplasm interaction with 
interlobular and arcuate arteries, interlobar arteries, segmental arteries, or in close 
proximity of the renal hilum, respectively [55]. The Peritumoral Artery Scoring 
System (PASS) is another score based on the vasculature [56]. Based on the number 
and diameter of the peritumoral arteries, this three-dimensional score assigns a 
complexity level to tumor dissection. The Mayo Adhesive Probability (MAP) score, in 
contrast to the scores stated above, assesses the perinephric fat thickness as a means 
to anticipate its adhesion to the kidney, which could result in a more complicated 
resection [57].

This category necessitates a thorough imaging examination and is based either 
on a mathematical or visual evaluation of the tumor. The first one, the Centrality 
Index (C-index), categorizes the complexity of the tumor according to the math-
ematical distance between the tumor and kidney center [58]. The Renal Tumor 
Invasion Index (RTII), which is the ratio of tumor invasion depth, is defined as the 
maximal distance that tumor invades into parenchyma and the parenchymal thick-
ness of the kidney immediately adjacent to the tumor [59]. Both the tumor Contact 
Surface Area (CSA) and the Renal And Ischemia Volume (RAIV) use measurements 
of the mass radius and diameter. Additionally, the RAIV demands that the cross 
section of the resected and ischemized renal parenchyma be measured. [60, 61]. In 
a similar manner, the Zero Ischemia Index (ZII) shows the outcome of multiplying 
the tumor’s depth in the kidney parenchyma by its diameter. [62]. The Coefficient, 
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Location, Anterior boundary, Multi-boundary, and Posterior boundary (CLAMP) 
score is the only used to determine the complexity of vascular. This three-dimen-
sional (3D) imaging-based score assesses the anatomy of the arteries that supply the 
renal tumor. This instrument could estimate the effectiveness of segmental artery 
clamping [62].

The Mayo Clinic thrombus classification is widely used to describe levels of infe-
rior vena cava tumor thrombus and is significant to guide the operation for renal cell 
carcinoma with venous thrombus in the open era [7]. But in the minimally invasive 
surgery era, Prof. Zhang et al. summarized a large number of surgical experiences 
of renal cell carcinoma with venous thrombus and put forward the “301 classifica-
tion” system. The system based on anatomical landmarks in which one grade cor-
responds to one surgical strategy improves surgical choice in the treatment of renal 
cell carcinoma with venous thrombus. The right renal vein tumor thrombus was 
Level 0, and the surgical strategy was radical resection of the right kidney; left renal 
vein tumor thrombus can be divided into Level 0a and 0b according to whether it 
exceeds the superior mesenteric artery [8]. In 0a, radical resection of the left kidney 
is performed. In 0b, left renal artery embolism is performed before operation. First, 
the left renal vein and inferior vena cava are disconnected in the left lateral position, 
and then radical resection of the left kidney is performed in a different position. 
The inferior vena cava tumor thrombus below the first porta hepatis was level I, 
which did not need to turn over the liver, only needed to lift the liver and cut off 
1–3 short hepatic veins. The level from the first porta hepatis to the second porta 
hepatis is level II, and it is necessary to turn the right hepatic lobe, without blocking 
the hepatic blood flow, and disconnect 2 to 5 short hepatic veins. The level from the 
second hepatic portal to the diaphragm is Level III, which requires turning the left 
and right hepatic lobes, and blocking the portal blood flow. During the operation, 
venous-venous bypass is performed according to the situation, and more short 
hepatic veins are cut off; Level IV is above the diaphragm [63]. Cardiopulmonary 
extracorporeal circulation should be established to block the superior vena cava 
and the inferior vena cava above the diaphragm. Thoracoscopic surgery should be 
performed to remove the atrial tumor thrombus and then block the hepatic portal 
vessels, and the distal inferior vena cava and its branches. For level 0 or 0a tumor 
thrombus, laparoscopic surgery is the first choice. For 0b or inferior vena cava tumor 
thrombus, robotic surgery is the first choice. If the tumor is large, has a complex 
surgical history, and the function of organs such as the heart is not complete, and it 
is necessary to shorten the operation time or establish venous bypass, open surgery is 
the first choice.

6. Conclusion

Most cases of RCC have no clinical symptoms but are diagnosed accidentally. With 
the development of diagnostic technology, the incidence of patients diagnosed with 
RCC has increased rapidly over the past decades. For the majority of patients diag-
nosed with RCC, choosing the appropriate treatment is the primary means to improve 
their prognosis. Therefore, knowing the latest surgical progress and being familiar 
with the renal carcinoma complexity scoring system could help doctors design more 
individualized and appropriate surgical procedures for patients, allowing surgeons to 
preserve more renal parenchyma while fully removing the tumor.
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Abstract

Renal cancers are one of the 10 most commonly seen cancers in both sexes. The 
incidence of renal cancers is high in Western developed countries and lower in Eastern 
and developing countries. The overall incidence of malignancy has been increasing in 
recent times. Ultrasound (USG) is very commonly used imaging technique; however 
recent advances like contrast enhanced ultrasound helps to differentiate various cystic 
renal masses. Availability of newer imaging techniques such as Computed tomogra-
phy scan (CT scan) and Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and their various appli-
cations may play a role in better and early diagnosis of such lesions. Due to its highly 
metastatic nature, accurate staging is more important to facilitate proper treatment. 
Fluoro-deoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG PET) is widely applied in 
detection, staging/restaging and surveillance of such lesions. In this chapter, we will 
try to cover the recent advances in various modalities for detection of renal cancers, 
particularly renal cell carcinoma (RCC).

Keywords: renal cancer, renal cell carcinoma, ultrasound, CT scan, MRI, PET scan, 
contrast enhanced ultrasound

1. Introduction

Renal cell carcinoma is the most common renal malignancy. The steady increase 
in incidental diagnosis of small renal cancers in last several decades can partly be 
dedicated to frequent abdominal imaging [1]. The risk benefit ratio has to be consid-
ered while resecting a renal mass for the presumption of cancer which can turn out to 
be of benign or indolent nature. Per cutaneous renal biopsy can be the gold standard 
for such pre surgical diagnosis; however it yields non diagnostic rate of 10–15% and 
the intra tumoral heterogeneity hampers its widespread use [1]. Hence, accurate pre 
surgical characterization of renal cancers is very needful to avoid over treatment and 
to facilitate the proper line of treatment to the surgeon.

Ultrasound is the most basic and commonly used imaging technique for diagnosis 
of renal cancers. It is non invasive, cost effective, readily available and widely used 
technique with advantages of real time imaging and without need of ionizing radia-
tion. The basic disadvantage of USG is its operator dependency. Though USG is suf-
ficient to differentiate simple or minimally complex cystic masses as benign lesions, 
it is not reliable to differentiate more complex cystic and solid lesions [1]. Newer 
advances in USG like contrast enhanced Ultrasound, ultrasound molecular imaging, 
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elastography and micro doppler techniques are nowadays being investigated for better 
accuracy of ultrasound and to expand its role in tumor characterization.

Contrast enhanced CT scan (CECT) is considered the gold standard for the assess-
ment of solid renal masses. CT scan offers the best imaging technique to properly 
diagnose and stage renal cell carcinoma along with post treatment surveillance. Post 
contrast mass enhancement and heterogeneous nature of renal masses also help to 
differentiate various subtypes of renal cell carcinoma but with less success. Apparent 
diffusion coefficient (ADC) distribution parameters for renal whole tumor are useful 
in discriminating oncocytoma from RCC [2]. Another pre processing method called 
Laplace of Gaussian (LoG) can be used to reduce the image noise while highlighting 
the degree of heterogeneity within the tumor and entropy can be used to quantify 
tumor heterogeneity. Both of these methods can be applied to conventional CT scan 
and can help substantially to predict the Fuhrman Grade of RCC [3].

Multi parametric MRI (mpMRI) is routinely used in clinical practice for renal mass 
evaluation nowadays. Common subtypes of RCC and other commonly seen benign 
epithelial renal masses can be non-invasively differentiated with the help of mpMRI. 
Recent advancement in algorithm for interpretation of mpMRI known as clear cell 
likelihood score (ccLS) can predict clear cell histology in cT1a mass. However it does 
not allow for prediction of high grade histology [4]. Another application is MR texture 
analysis (MRTA) which can generate several parameters showing excellent diagnostic 
value in differentiation of RCC from lipid poor angiomyolipoma (AML) and oncocy-
toma [5]. Contrast enhanced MRI (CEMRI) provides superior soft tissue resolution 
and delineates primary extent of tumor and venous tumor thrombus involvement. It 
is also useful for patients with iodine contrast allergies or in patients with impaired 
renal function. CEMRI can help in differentiation of tumor subtypes depending upon 
enhancement mode and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values [6].

PET/CT scan simultaneously evaluates the lesion anatomy and provides metabolic 
information. It is widely used for pre operative staging and post operative restaging. 
Diagnostic results of primary RCC with FDG PET scan varies depending upon the 
tumor pathology and nuclear differentiation. FDG PET/CT detects venous tumor 
thrombus and can distinguish it from venous bland thrombus almost comparable 
to CEMRI. However PET/CT is more useful for distant organ metastasis [6]. Newer 
radio tracers like Prostate Specific Membrane Antigen (PSMA) also offer valid 
imaging option for RCC. Undefined renal mass evaluation and therapy response 
assessment can also be done with PSMA PET scan. PSMA based Radio ligand therapy 
is also a future development option. Recent advances like PET/MRI provide combined 
anatomic and metabolic information. It has very promising results in detection of 
RCC. However, detailed studies are in progress for its application.

2. Role of different imaging modalities in diagnosis of RCC

Role of Imaging in evaluation of RCC is for characterization of renal lesions. 
Various imaging modalities are being used for detailed evaluation of RCC in pre 
operative as well as post operative periods and also for guiding the proper treatment 
method along with for surveillance of RCC.

The first step in the process is to determine whether the lesion is cystic or solid. 
Cystic lesions are classified depending upon their imaging appearance using Bosniak 
classification system (Table 1). USG can easily describe these findings; however more 
complex and higher grade cysts need to be evaluated with further investigations. Solid 
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lesions can be accurately diagnosed as benign or malignant on the basis of CT or MRI 
findings. Once the lesion is diagnosed as solid or complex cystic lesion and the prob-
ability of RCC is made, further imaging plays an important role. In this section, we will 
cover the basic imaging features of RCC with various advances in each modality.

2.1 Ultrasound

Ultrasound (USG) is the basic investigation used to differentiate various renal 
cysts/masses. It is non invasive, readily available, cost effective imaging technique 
which offers real time imaging without risk of ionizing radiation. However major 
drawback of USG is its operator dependency. Conventional USG is capable to classify 
indeterminate renal masses with simple or minimally complex features as benign. 
However it is not reliable to classify more complex cystic or solid masses. The renal 
masses are characterized depending upon their walls and contents on USG and their 
various enhancement patterns on CT scan. Widely used classification method is 
Bosniak classification which includes various parameters like, cyst wall, internal septa 
(thickness and number) and their enhancement patterns, wall or septal calcifications, 
internal nodules and their enhancement (Table 1) [7]. Considerable proportion of 
renal masses may display equivocal features on Conventional CT scan and MRI which 
makes them difficult to be distinguished as benign or malignant [8]. Hence, various 

Category Characteristics Presentation

I • Benign, simple cyst with well defined thin smooth wall (≤2 mm).

• No evidence of septa, calcification or solid nodules.

• Attenuation of contents equivalent to simple fluid (−9 to 20 HU) on 
unenhanced CT scan.

• The wall may enhance on contrast studies.

II • Thin & smooth walls.

• Few internal septa which can enhance.

• May show wall calcification foci.

• Homogeneous mass with −9 to 20 HU density on unenhanced CT 
scan.

• Homogeneous hyper attenuating (≥70 HU) masses on unenhanced 
CT scan.

• Homogeneous low attenuation masses that are too small to 
characterize.

IIF • Minimally thick (3 mm) smooth enhancing wall or septa or many (≥ 
4 in number) thin (≤2 mm) enhancing septa.

• Septal calcification focus

III • cystic masses with thick(≥4 mm width) irregular septa or smooth 
walls

• septa with measurable enhancement

IV • clearly malignant cystic mass with criteria of category III

• Also contains enhancing soft tissue components (≥4 mm) indepen-
dent of wall or septa.

Table 1. 
Bosniak categorization criteria of renal masses with graphical presentation [7].
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advancements are available or being studied for the non invasive use of USG in 
characterization of renal masses as follows.

2.1.1 Contrast enhanced ultrasound

Contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) is newer technology addressing some of 
the drawbacks of non enhanced gray scale imaging and traditional color doppler 
ultrasound for evaluation of vascularization within the normal soft tissue or any focal 
lesion. Most commonly used contrast medium for CEUS is intravenously inject-
able micro bubbles. They are microspheres measuring about the size of red blood 
cells with biodegradable lipid or protein shell and a gas core. They are usually filled 
with per fluorocarbon like per flourobutane gas as it is heavier than air (for stability 
purpose). Other components like polyethylene glycol, proteins can also be added to 
the outer shell for improved stability.

Due to micron size of these bubbles (1–4 micrometer) they stay confined to the 
vessel and they can also pass through tiny capillaries. It enables high reflection and 
sound scatter in blood and they resonate non-linearly when insonnated by ultrasound 
waves. The unique signals gained from these micro bubbles are separated from 
the background which allows detection of blood flow within the tissue (Figure 1). 
The micro bubbles remain within the circulation for only few minutes and rapidly 
get cleared via reticulo-endothelial system and through lungs. Major advantage of 
ultrasound contrast agents over CT or MRI contrast agents is their use in renal insuffi-
ciency. First pass (bolus) dose of micro bubbles within the region of interest is done to 
assess levels of vascularity in real time with use of techniques like time intensity curve 
analysis, maximum intensity projection analysis or re-perfusion analysis. Contrast 
micro bubbles allow for better focal lesion detection and help to differentiate benign 
from malignant lesions. It also allows to measure tumor size accurately [8]. While lack 
of radiation, lower cost and high safety of contrast media are major advantages of 
CEUS, operator dependency and few other technical limitations are disadvantages of 
it which can limit its reproducibility.

Simple renal cyst shows no evidence of enhancement due to its clear contents 
and no vascularity within it. However, confusion due to equivocal findings for lower 
degree complex cysts can also be cleared with CEUS as many times a more complex 
cyst may not show enhancing contents on contrast scan and thus it can be stamped as 

Figure 1. 
Non targeted and molecularly targeted CEUS with micro bubbles. The gas core with shell of lipid or protein is 
basic formation of micro bubble (on left side). Pulse inversion technique is used for detection of micro bubbles. 
Two inverse phase (red colored) pulses are transmitted through the tissue and echoes are reflected back from micro 
bubbles or from tissue. The echo reflected from micro bubble represents white wave and from tissue represents flat 
line [8].
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benign lesion (Figure 2). Difference of perfusion within the lesion and surrounding 
renal cortex helps to characterize solid lesions also [1].

CEUS shows great value in evaluation of septations and mural nodules within the 
renal cysts due to their distinct enhancement. Equivocal results in Bosniak Category 
IIF and III cysts can be avoided with the use of CEUS. According to some studies 
CEUS has comparable results in classification of benign versus malignant renal masses 
as in CECT or CEMRI. According to Furrer et al., reported pooled sensitivity and 
specificity for CEUS, CECT and CEMRI in evaluation of renal masses to be 96%, 90% 
and 96% and 78%, 77% and 75% respectively [10]. Other researchers also compared 
CEUS with CECT and CEUS to CEMRI in solid renal lesions and reported almost 
similar results [11, 12]. However, lesions with fat within were excluded from these 
studies. Fat poor angiomyolipoma (AML) and oncocytoma have non differing imag-
ing features on USG hence, they cannot be properly distinguished from RCC through 
CEUS. Quantitative features of CEUS i.e. analysis of time intensity curves help in 
distinction of various subtypes of RCC and from typical AML from RCC. However, 
there is considerable overlap in imaging features of these masses [1].

The enhancement of tumor less than that of surrounding renal parenchyma 
indicates it to be indolent or benign. However some benign lesions like oncocytoma 
also show hyper enhancement making it difficult to differentiate it from RCC on 
CEUS. However, RCC exhibits delayed contrast washout compared to adjacent renal 
parenchyma [13]. Marked enhancement and delayed washout of contrast medium are 
findings associated with clear cell RCC (ccRCC) (Figure 3). However these features 

Figure 2. 
(a) Gray scale imaging of renal cyst with internal thick septa (*). (b) on CEUS, the septa are not visible and the 
cyst remains clear. Final diagnosis is simple cyst. (c) Gray scale imaging of renal cyst with internal septa(white 
arrow) (d) on CEUS the internal septa enhance suggesting the cyst to be complex in nature [9].
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alone were not enough for the diagnosis and so, a combination of tumor heterogeneity 
with delayed contrast washout had specificity of 82% and positive predictive value of 
85% for conventional ccRCC. At the same time hypo enhancing ccRCC are a challenge 
for diagnosis. Also, CEUS can reliably detect enhancing tumor thrombus within the 
renal vein.

2.1.2 Ultrasound molecular imaging

Molecular imaging is a highly innovative approach which involves targeting and 
real time, in vivo evaluation of physiological processes. As an extension of CEUS, 
molecular targeted micro bubbles are developed. Ideally response to ongoing systemic 
treatment is determined by changes in the volume of the tumor. Molecular imaging 
allows evaluation of changes in tumor physiology earlier than the tumor volume 
changes. This can help in earlier evaluation of tumor progression and response to 
treatment which aids in timely therapeutic decision making. Molecular imaging can 
characterize features like angiogenesis more potentially helping in treatment option 
choices. Many researchers have studied molecular imaging in mice models. They 
found the response to therapy detection was better for molecular imaging than with 
the volume measurements [14]. Molecular imaging has the potential for serial moni-
toring and assessment of disease response to systemic therapy, still it is in very early 
phases of development and much research is needed [1].

2.1.3 Elastography

Ultrasound elastography measures the tissue stiffness (which is present in diffuse 
parenchymal diseases) and the resultant tissue architectural changes. Strain elastog-
raphy is a qualitative or semi qualitative evaluation of tissue elasticity using external 
compression and decompression cycles from the transducer. Shear wave elastography 
(SWE) is a quantitative assessment of tissue elasticity by measuring propagation 
speed of shear waves through the tissue. It does not require external compression 
and relies on a high amplitude push pulse known as acoustic radiation force impulse 
(ARFI). So it is less operator dependant. Strain elastography helps to aid in the 
discrimination of benign from malignant lesions, RCC from AML and RCC from 
transitional cell carcinoma (TCC). SWE also has potential value in differentiating 

Figure 3. 
(a) Gray scale imaging of renal mass showing hypo echoiec mass lesion at mid pole of right kidney (b) 16 seconds 
after contrast injection, heterogeneous enhancement (white arrow) which is higher than the adjacent renal 
parenchyma (*). (c) 19 seconds after contrast injection it shows uniform enhancement [13].
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various sub types of RCC, pseudo tumor and AML. However it cannot differentiate 
ccRCC from AML. Few studies have been done for its utility; however the value is lim-
ited in validation and application in renal mass characterization is limited at present. 
Omur et al. stated that mean strain index values are significantly higher in malignant 
lesions compared with benign solid renal lesions [15].

2.1.4 Micro Doppler techniques

Simple renal cysts show no evidence of internal vascularity due to clear contents as 
opposed to solid lesion. In such reasons, the pattern of vascularity may help in mass dis-
crimination (malignancy versus pseudo tumor). Novel micro Doppler studies improve 
the detection of slow flow within the small diameter vessels which increases the ability 
to detect subtle vascularity within the lesion [16]. Conventional Doppler has threshold 
limits lower than such novel techniques. Advantages of such techniques are exclusion of 
the need of IV contrast medium. However the results have not been compared to that of 
CEUS. Further investigations and studies are needed for its implications.

2.2 CT scan

CT scan is the primary imaging technique for the diagnosis, staging, treatment 
planning and surveillance of RCC. Contrast enhanced CT scan is performed after intra-
venous injection of contrast medium. And then various phases are taken according to 

Figure 4. 
(a-c) Axial CT imaging of right renal mass- clear cell carcinoma, showing enhancement pattern on various 
phases. (a) Non enhanced phase shows hypodense lesion in right kidney(*) (b) similar lesion enhances 
heterogeneously on arterial phase(*). Thrombus within renal vein and IVC is also noted (arrow). (c) Similar 
lesion shows contrast wash out on venous phase(*). (d-f) Axial CT imaging of right renal mass- papillary cell 
carcinoma, showing enhancement pattern on various phases. (d) Non enhanced phase shows hypodense lesion 
in right kidney(#). (e) Arterial phase shows minimal enhancement of the lesion(#). (f) Similar lesion shows 
increased enhancement on venous phase(#).
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the time interval i.e. nephrographic phase, cortico medullary phase and delayed phase. 
Various sub types of RCC exhibit various patterns of enhancement in different phases 
of CECT scan; hence they can be differentiated accordingly. Clear cell RCC (most 
common subtype) is hyper vascular with heterogeneous texture and it enhances in 
nephrographic phase and the contrast washes out in corticomedullary phase; Papillary 
RCC is hypovascular so it enhances over the period of time with the phases (Figure 4); 
Oncocytoma shows almost similar pattern of enhancement however the central non 
enhancing scar is the characteristic feature of oncocytoma. Chromophobe RCC has 
intermediate vascularity and is usually well circumscribed. Another important finding 
in RCC to sought for is tumor thrombus involvement of renal vein and IVC. Venous 
extension of tumor in RCC is best seen in corticomedullary phase of CECT scan.

2.2.1 CT perfusion

CT perfusion allows visualization and quantification of blood perfusion in tis-
sue. After iodine based contrast agent injection, low dose contrast enhanced CT scan 
images are achieved at multiple time intervals and the contrast passes through vessels 
and tissue. It allows quantitative analysis of blood flow, blood volume and mean transit 
time. The role of CT perfusion is well known for analysis of stroke; however, its role 
in abdominal solid tumor imaging like RCC is still in primary stages. Due to increased 
vascularity in RCC, it is easily visualized with CT perfusion (Figure 5). Most RCC 
treatments affect angiogenesis and targeted therapies have a greater effect on meta-
static sites than on the primary tumor site. Targeted treatment reduces tumor vascular-
ity, decreases proliferation and increases apoptosis and immune cell infiltration as 

Figure 5. 
(a-f) Axial images of contrast enhanced CT scan and perfusion of left renal mass. (a-c): Images of left renal 
mass before starting treatment (red arrows). Blood flow was 116 (±84.12) ml/100 ml/min and blood volume 
is 13.79 (± 7.79) ml/100 ml. (d-f) Similar patient at 8 days of starting treatment. The blood flow showed mild 
reduction t0 100.13 (± 77.96) ml/100 ml/min and blood volume to 10.38 (±9.6) ml/100 ml [17].
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early as 1 week after treatment initiation [17]. Treatment response determined through 
various bio markers can be assessed as early as 12 weeks after initiation of treatment. 
However, with the help of CT perfusion, this time can be reduced to as early as 1 to 
2 weeks. Albeit, the majority of data have been published which have this latent time 
period of 5 to 10 weeks after initiation of treatment; more research is needed for the 
reduced time interval in such studies. In a highly metastatic tumor like advanced 
RCC; the main goal of systemic treatment is cessation of progression of tumor which 
can prevent the specific morbidity due to pain or hemorrhage. Alice et al. found 
larger reduction in blood volume in metastatic lesions than in primary lesions. They 
also stated that early perfusion changes in the metastatic lesions can determine the 
response of particular therapy (Figure 6) [17].

2.2.2 Dual energy CT scan (DECT)

DECT is newer type of CT scanner having two sets of x ray tubes with two dif-
ferent levels of energy which pass through the patient body. Interaction of these two 
energy x ray beam with the body tissue helps in material identification and quan-
tification [18]. These two datasets at high and low energy helps in additional char-
acterization of kidneys and urinary tract. DECT is also used to evaluate iodine and 
calcium concentrations and helps to differentiate pathological processes and evaluate 
internal structure of the lesion [19]. Minimal enhancing hypodense renal tumors can 
be differentiated from a cyst through iodine quantification which is a biomarker for 
tumor vascularity. Improved visibility of the lesion reduces the frequency of repeated 
follow up imaging. It also helps in assessment of tumor response in context of tumor 
vascularity and necrosis. DECT is capable of reducing the radiation dose by applying 
virtual non contrast images which eliminates the need for pre contrast imaging.

Papillary RCC has low vascularity and shows homogeneous and low enhancement 
compared to adjacent renal parenchyma on CT scan making it difficult to differentiate 

Figure 6. 
(a-c): Axial imaging of contrast enhanced and perfusion CT scan of metastatic lesion in right lobe of liver before 
starting treatment (red arrows). Primary lesion is RCC. Blood flow was 83.3 (±70.48) ml/100 ml/min and blood 
volume is 7.08 (± 7.23) ml/100 ml. (d-f) Similar patient at 8 days of starting treatment. The blood flow reduced 
significantly t0 32.90 (± 28.88) ml/100 ml/min and blood volume to 2.60 (±3.35) ml/100 ml [17].
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from more benign lesions like cyst. Iodine specific DECT allows color coded display of 
iodine inside the renal lesion facilitating differentiation of a non enhancing cyst from 
enhancing solid lesion easily. Sensitivity of iodine signal compensates for the poor 
enhancement of lesions such as papillary RCC and allows its accurate characterization 
[20]. DECT is also useful in evaluation of patients with polycystic kidney diseases 
(PCKD) with renal mass lesions. PCKD patients also have to undergo multiple follow 
up for extended period of time; in such cases DECT helps by offering reduced radia-
tion dose. In post treatment (thermal ablation) renal lesions and in residual renal 
tumors; enhancement assessment (i.e a sign of viability) is difficult on conventional 
CT scan owing to changes due to ablation and perinephric bleeding. DECT with 
iodine mapping proves a valuable tool. Park et al. stated the diagnostic performance 
of DECT for predicting tumor progression in patients treated with Radio frequency 
ablation with sensitivity 100% and specificity 91.5% [21]. Normalizing iodine ratio 
with aorta reduces the variability due to different acquisition protocols. Also, iodine 
ratio was proposed to be an independent predictor for differentiating ccRCC from 
non ccRCC lesions (Figure 7) [22]. Given its better results in differentiating ccRCC 
from other subtypes, DECT may emerge as a novel technique for choosing patients for 
surveillance noninvasively.

2.2.3 CT texture analysis (CTTA)

Heterogeneity is the key feature of renal cell carcinoma. CT texture analysis is 
emerging tool to quantify tissue for heterogeneity in renal cell carcinoma which cannot 
be perceived through naked eye. It is a technology for automatically extracting quan-
titative parameters from the images of CT scan. It can extract plenty of features from 
each image and thus can provide more detailed information than conventional imaging 
[23]. It can differentiate fat poor AML from RCC [24]. It provides valuable information 
for grading, staging and predicting the prognosis of tumor. Conventional and con-
trast enhanced CT scan along with CTTA can non-invasively classify grades of RCC. 
However, detailed research is needed for better application of such technology.

Figure 7. 
Axial section of dual energy CT scan(DECT) image showing ccRCC, papillary RCC and Chromophobe RCC in 
left kidneys of three different patients. Iodine ratio (appears as iodine density in images) is 85.3% in ccRCC, 36% 
in papillary RCC and 47.1% in Chromophobe RCC. Circles denotes the region of interest in tumors [21].
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CTTA avoids the subjective influence of image processing and reduces the errors. 
Conventional Imaging techniques assess the tumor in context of its size, shape and 
contrast enhancement which can only define the outline and cannot provide the grade 
of lesion. Subtle changes within the pixel intensity of the lesion occurring due to 
tumor heterogeneity in low and high grade RCC are picked up easily in CTTA. CTTA 
performs comprehensive evaluation of lesions and avoids sampling error.

2.2.4 Fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis

FFT analysis helps to differentiate various solid non fat containing enhancing 
renal tumor on CT scan. It uses a quantitative parameter such as tumor attenuation 
which is extracted from multiphase CT scan. Such features also help in differentiat-
ing various renal tumor subtypes. Various parameters gained in FFT analysis are 
FFT magnitude (measuring diversity of measurements) and complexity index (CI). 
Entropy of FFP magnitude, entropy of FFP phase and complexity index is calculated 
for the final result and depending upon them inference is made. On applying FFT 
analysis to segmented tumor images, the magnitude spectrum of malignant tumors 
show increased intensity of frequencies whereas it is comparatively lower in benign 
lesions owing to the level of heterogeneity [25]. The FFT magnitude, FFT phase and 
CI entropy measurement is able to indentify grade I and IV tumors from the rest of 
them. However heterogeneity of ccRCC is higher papillary RCC in all grades.

CI index is helpful in differentiating ccRCC from oncocytoma in excretory phase 
where the CI is higher for ccRCC. Similarly lipid poor AML (lpAML) can be dif-
ferentiated from oncocytoma with the help of entropy of FFG magnitude which is 
higher in lpAML than oncocytoma in excretory phase (Figure 8). lpAML shows rapid 
enhancement on corticomedullary phase with washout in excretory phase. Usually, 
the difference between lpAML and oncocytoma is most prominent in nephrographic 
and excretory phases. However, no significant differentiation between FFT metrics is 
noted between Chromophobe RCC and papillary RCC [25].

All the quantitative metrics can provide assessment of tumor heterogeneity 
to improve the diagnostic confidence. They are not useful alone, a combination 
of imaging features are a must. FFT metrics have a lower value in benign lesions 
and it can identify the differences between lpAML and oncocytoma from ccRCC. 
Additionally 3D analysis can also be possible which can help in regions to be tar-
geted for biopsy.

2.3 MRI

Superior soft tissue contrast of MRI has a sensitivity and specificity in detecting 
and characterizing RCC comparable to contrast enhanced CT scan. It avoids the risk 
of ionizing radiation and helps to detect very small enhancing regions within complex 
cystic lesions. However it is less accessible, costly and takes a longer time for scan-
ning. Along with CT thorax, MRI can be used for pre operative staging of RCC due 
to its yield of rich morphological and functional information. Renal MRI protocol 
includes non contrast enhanced T1 and T2 weighted sequences, chemical shift imag-
ing for detection of fat and dynamic contrast enhanced 3D gradient echo sequences 
for tumoral contrast enhancement. Dynamic imaging can obtain corticomedullary, 
nephrographic and excretory phases. Coronal 3D fast gradient echo sequence with 
fat suppression after dynamic series facilitates imaging of renal venous anatomy and 
inferior vena cava (IVC) for evaluation of thrombus. Subtle enhancement within 
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the mass lesion can be obtained with 3D gradient echo sequence due to its ability to 
subtract post and pre contrast images.

Various MRI features in different sequences can help to differentiate various RCC 
subtypes. Microscopic fat within the AML can be easily demonstrated by India ink 
artifacts surrounding the macroscopic fat in the mass on in and out of phase images 
[19]. T2 weighted sequence and post contrast sequence helps to characterize the 
complexity of cystic or necrotic RCC. ccRCC is seen as iso or hypo intense mass lesion 
as compared to its adjacent renal parenchyma on pre contrast T1 weighted sequences 
and appears as heterogeneously hyperintense on T2 weighted sequences. ccRCC 
show intense heterogeneous enhancement on cortico medullary phase MRI unlike 
other RCC subtypes. ccRCC also appears as hypointense on T2 weighted sequences 
on excretory phases with rapid wash out of contrast medium. Papillary RCC is 
homogeneously low signal intensity on T2 weighted sequences due to intra tumoral 
hemosiderin and shows low enhancement on contrast enhanced dynamic sequences. 
ccRCC showed more intensity changes than papillary RCC on corticomedullary and 
nephrographic phase images (Figure 9). However, it has been stated that signal inten-
sity changes on corticomedullary phases are most reliable parameter for differentiat-
ing ccRCC and papillary RCC [27]. Various quantitative techniques e.g. arterial spin 
labeling (ASL), diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) and intra voxel incoherent motion 
(IVIM) have the ability to assess vascularity within the tumor and can be useful for 
differentiating between various RCC subgroups and in post treatment surveillance.

2.3.1 MR perfusion

MR perfusion is a technique measuring vascularity (perfusion) of the tissue after 
the injection of contrast agent. Where multi parametric MRI can assess enhancement 
of the tissue, MR perfusion gives quantitative parameters. Signal intensity curves are 
generated and placed against time and post processing is done to achieve perfusion 

Figure 8. 
Magnitude spectrum of malignant renal masses (upper row) and benign renal masses (lower row). High 
frequency in malignant tumors and lower in benign tumors is noted [25].
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parameters. Tissue perfusion can also be achieved without contrast agent in arterial 
spin labeling technique (ASL). In ASL, red blood cells (RBCs) are used as endogenous 
contrast agent that is labeled non invasively with MR gradient and radio frequency 
and then perfusion within the tissue is calculated with the help of inflow of labeled 
RBCs. The use of endogenous contrast eliminates the erroneous calculation due to 
vascular permeability and it can also be done in patients with contraindications to 
MR contrast agents. However it has low sensitivity in hypo vascular tumors. Tumor 
grading in RCC can also be done with MR perfusion. Higher grade RCC shows higher 
perfusion values. In anti cholinergic drug therapy administered for metastatic RCC; 
changes in vascularity are achieved before the changes in the size of tumor and thus 
early response assessment can be done [28].

2.3.2 Diffusion weighted MRI

Diffusion weighted (DWI) is a functional imaging which uses random motion of 
water particles. (Brownian motion). The extent of vascularity within the tissue as well 
as presence of an intact cell membrane is the features which determine the impedance 
of diffusion of water molecule. That is quantified by apparent diffusion coefficient 
(ADC) maps. If the diffusion of water molecule is restricted, ADC value is less e.g. in 
tumor cells with dysfunctional cell membranes. DWI can detect cellular changes in 
the tissue before traditional imaging. Zhang H et al. reported the significant differ-
ence of ADC with pooled weighted sensitivity 88% and specificity of 72% in a study 
assessing DWI’s ability to differentiate benign from malignant masses [29]. ADC 
values for ccRCC and oncocytoma are higher compared to papillary RCC due to their 
high vascularity. However no significant ADC value difference is seen between ccRCC 
and oncocytoma (Figure 10). Conventional ADC value derived from single slice ROI 

Figure 9. 
(a-d) MRI images showing ccRCC. (a) Coronal non fat saturated T2 weighted single shot fast spin echo images 
showing high signal intensity renal mass arising from right kidney lower pole (black arrow). (b) Coronal contrast 
enhanced corticomedullary fat saturated T1 weighted gradient recalled echo MR image showing high contrast 
enhancement within the lesion (white arrow). (c) Axial in phase and (d) axial out of phase non fat saturated 
T1 weighted gradient recalled echo MR images. Signal dropout is seen on image (d) in comparison to image (c) 
denoting presence of intra voxel fat. (e-h) MRI images showing papillary RCC. (e) Coronal non fat saturated 
T2 weighted single shot fast spin echo MR image showing low signal intensity lesion at lower pole of right kidney 
(black arrow). Coronal T1 weighted fat saturated spoiled gradient recalled echo MR images in pre contrast (f), 
corticomedullary phase(g) and nephrographic phase (h) of similar lesion (*). Low contrast enhancement is seen 
in corticomedullary (g) and nephrographic phases (h) [26].
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is less accurate than near technique where whole lesion analysis is done. Whole lesion 
analysis helps to evaluate tumor structure and histology more accurately. Distribution 
of ADC values on histogram helps the radiologist to identify the heterogeneous 
features of the lesion which are more common to ccRCC or oncocytoma as compared 
to papillary RCC [30]. Mean ADC values derived from small region of interest (ROI) 
within the tumor have been studied for differentiation of renal tumors. IVIM and 
diffusion kurtosis are newer quantitative parameters helping in differentiating renal 
benign from malignant masses and also help in grading of RCC. IVIM is bi exponen-
tial parameter including true as well as pseudo diffusion. It calculates various param-
eters like diffusivity (D), pseudo diffusion coefficient (D*) and perfusion index (F). 
A significant variation is noted in diffusion kurtosis parameters between various RCC 
subtypes and grades [28].

2.3.3 Bold

BOLD is non invasive quick MRI sequence evaluating deoxyhemoglobin level in 
the kidney. The oxygen tension in kidneys varies with the blood flow as well as with 
the need for the filtration. Cortex of the kidney is perfused well and is high in oxygen 
levels whereas medullary region is relatively less perfused and shows low oxygen ten-
sion. As a result there is higher production of deoxyhemoglobin. Deoxyhemoglobin 
has a para magnetic effects and causes rapid photon dephasing. Decreased T2 relax-
ation time is achieved due to higher amount of deoxyhemoglobin [28]. BOLD MRI has 
established role in brain imaging. Various renal lesions would show altered perfusion 

Figure 10. 
ADC map and histogram of (a) ccRCC (b) papillary RCC and (c) oncocytoma lesions [30].
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in the kidney so BOLD MRI can be a helping tool for differentiating benign from 
malignant renal lesions. However, still renal application of BOLD MRI has to undergo 
a lot of research.

2.3.4 Proton spectroscopy

Proton spectroscopy (H1MRS) is a newer technology studying various chemical 
metabolic agents in determining various pathologies. It studies chemical compositions 
and metabolic processes in vivo. The changes in Larmor frequency within the magnetic 
field is due to differing chemical composition, which is called “chemical shift”. As 
of now the established role of Proton spectroscopy is in imaging of central nervous 
system, breast and prostatic regions [28]. However Kim et al. studied five patients with 
biopsy proven RCC and found the difference of lipid and choline as per the tumor grade 
(Figure 11) [31]. However, MR spectroscopy has various limitations also i.e. complexity 
of acquisition, processing and data interpretation. It has low sensitivity and poor spatial 
resolution. Hence it can only be used as complementary technique for basic MRI.

2.4 Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT)

SPECT is used in various clinical settings including living kidney donation, sur-
veillance of renal function during chemotherapy or in patients for endo radiotherapy. 
An agent 99mTc-Sestamibi is an established tracer used for cardiac applications which 
is highly specific for mitochondria. Due to increased amount of mitochondria in the 
renal oncocytoma lesions, role of 99mTc-Sestamibi can be rationalized for differentiat-
ing various renal masses. 99mTc-Sestamibi SPECT/CT has sensitivity and specificity 

Figure 11. 
MR spectroscopy of low grade RCC showing increased lipid lactate peak [28].
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of more than 87% to differentiate between renal oncocytoma and oncocytoma/
Chromophobe masses versus RCC. However due to multiple advantages of PET scan, 
it has overruled the use of SPECT in renal lesions [32].

2.5 Positron emission tomography (PET) scan

Improved absolute quantification, improved spatiotemporal resolution and 
simultaneous acquisition for attenuation correction and anatomic co-registration are 
major advantages of PET scan over SPECT [32]. PET scan using fluoro deoxyglucose 
(FDG) is a functional imaging detecting various malignancies through observation 
of glucose uptake and rate of glycolysis in neoplastic tissue. It is useful in restaging of 
RCC and to detect metastatic lesions. However, it is less satisfactory in detection of 
primary diseases. The major excretion route for FDG is kidneys and thus an unfavor-
able back ground activity is seen which hinders the results making it less preferable 
for detection of primary renal lesions. Papillary RCC shows high avidity for FDG. 
ccRCC variant shows limited FDG uptake and so, non FDG molecular agents need 
to be evaluated for their use in other subtypes of RCC [19]. Higher FDG intake in 
to tumor thrombus compared to bland thrombus indicates another use of FDG in 
patients with RCC. Wang HY et al. reported overall sensitivity and specificity of FDG 
PET as 79% and 90% in identification of extrarenal lesions respectively [33]. Alongi 
et al. stated the sensitivity of FDG imaging to be 74% and specificity 80% and also 
stated that FDG positive cases resulted in significantly lower (69%) five year survival 
rates compared to FDG negative cases (19%) [34]. FDG PET can detect larger lesions 
compared to smaller ones and also can detect higher grade masses more easily than 
low grade masses. Various other PET scan agents are also identified and some of them 
are superior to FDG in various aspects.

18F labeled anti-1-amino-3-[18F]-flurocyclobutane-1-carboxylic acid (anti-18F-
FACBC) is useful in differentiating papillary RCC from ccRCC. PSMA targeting radio 
tracer agent 18F-DCFPyL provides highly specific use in ccRCC. 68Ga labeled PSMA 
PET shows higher sensitivity for detection of metastasis in RCC. 18F-PSMA-1007 also 
has been applied to test its capability for surveillance in metastatic RCC.

18F-Fluoromisonidazole (FMISO) PET is used for evaluation of tumors which are 
hypoxic and show poor response to targeted therapy. 18F-Fluorothymidine (FLT) 
PET can differentiate inflammation from tumors more accurately than 18F-FDG. 11C 
acetate PET can be used in primary renal lesions. 18F-fluoroethylcholine PET is used 
for evaluation of metastatic RCC. 68 Ga-PSMA PET is very effectively being used 
in patients with Carcinoma Prostate, it is most widely investigated tracer for RCC 
also [35]. However, the role of PET scan in detection of primary renal lesions is not 
significant. Hence, advanced modalities like PET CT and PET MRI are being studied 
for their role in RCC.

2.5.1 PET/CT scan

Physiological excretion of 18FDG via the kidneys makes it difficult to evaluate 
renal lesions with the background of high FDG activity. However FDG PET can reveal 
various differences in metabolic activity based on histological subtypes of RCC. To 
acquire advantages of both these imaging technologies, hybrid advance imaging com-
bining PET scan with CT scan has been evolved. The physiological advantages of PET 
scan are combined with anatomical images of CT scan and the superimposed image 
can correlate the high activity regions with the anatomical site making diagnosis 
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more accurate. Hybrid PET CT scanners eliminate the disadvantage of two separate 
scanners for PET and CT scans and combine both the modalities in single scanner 
(Figure 12). That results in improved anatomical demarcation along with improved 
diagnosis of post operative scar tissue, surgical clips and relations with surrounding 
organs [35]. Many authors have proposed that a predictor called standardized uptake 
value (SUV) in PET scan is a significant predictor for Fuhrman’s grading of RCC [35]. 
A SUV value cutoff of 3.0 can differentiate between low and high grade ccRCC with 
sensitivity 89% and specificity 87%. ccRCC shows higher SUV than chromophobe 
RCC. However, Chromophobe RCC is very difficult to differentiate from oncocytoma 
lesions even with hybrid PET CT scan.

Quantitative measurement like SUV in FDG PET/CT can play a role in predic-
tion of the tumor progression by objective estimation of biological behavior of 
tumor. Namura et al. evaluated the impact of SUVmax on survival in advanced RCC 
patients. They concluded high SUVmax to correlate with poor prognosis [36]. High 
grade tumor show intense tracer uptake and a higher SUV. SUVmax exceeding 10 
was associated with the highest rate of mortality [37]. As high grade primary RCC 
with high SUVmax has high chances of occult metastasis. Thus FDG PET/CT helps 
to predict the extrarenal disease. Sensitivity and specificity of FDG PET was ranging 
from 63–75% and 90–100% respectively when compared to CECT scan in detection 
of extra renal pelvis [35]. PET/CT scan is less accurate to assess metastatic lesions 
measuring less than 5 mm in lungs and liver. However, for detection of metastatic 
lesions in bone and adrenal glands, FDG PET/CT scan is very sensitive. FDG PET/CT 
scan showed high predictive value in surveillance of targeted therapy.

2.5.2 Pet/MRI

PET/MRI combines the advantages of anatomical localization and attenuation 
correction map for quantification of PET images through concurrent acquisition. 
It uses the same reference frame which helps to overlay the in vivo independent 
structural, functional and metabolic features of the tumor. Most widely used method 
for assessment of therapy response is Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors 

Figure 12. 
(a) FDG PET MIP image of patient with RCC (b) coronal PET image (c) coronal CT scan image and (d) 
PET/CT scan fusion image of similar patient. Left supra clavicular regional metastatic lymph nodes are clearly 
visualized in PET/CT scan (blue arrow) which was not seen on CT scan (c) [19].
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(RECIST v1.1). It is dependent on one dimension measurements on imaging for tumor 
diameter and RECIST v1.1 may not be able to detect early responses on imaging. Here, 
advanced technologies like PET/MRI can play a useful role. Various obstacles have 
been experienced in diagnosis made with PET/MRI like, different imaging sequences 
have to be transformed in to voxel wise correspondence for spatial heterogeneity, to 
eliminate or correct acquisition artifacts due to movement and image parameter drift 
and visual assessment of data. This issue can be overcome with computer extracted 
parameter from radiological images which is known as radiomics [38]. Radiomics 
captures the image texture through quantification of changes in signal intensity 
within the tumor which can be due to early treatment response. These features can be 
missed visually.

3. Summary

Multi modality imaging is advised for pre treatment diagnosis, discrimination 
of various subtypes and post treatment surveillance of RCC. Conventional imaging 
techniques at times falls short for proper diagnostic information. Advanced hybrid 
techniques are being evaluated a lot these days and they will provide a lot more infor-
mation in future. Detailed study is being executed in various modalities which will be 
helpful for better characterization of renal cell carcinoma and its subtypes.

© 2022 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms of 
the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0), 
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided 
the original work is properly cited. 
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